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Background of this thesis at a glance

**Perceived functional ability for work tasks assessed with the Spinal Function Sort**

Assessment of perceived functional ability depends on the use of questionnaires. However, self-reported measures require an adequate literacy level and depend on linguistic abilities. Text-based questionnaires are often impossible to administer in European rehabilitation settings. A possible approach to overcome this problem is the use of picture-based questionnaires such as the Spinal Function Sort (SFS). The clinical utility of the SFS has so far only been reported in patient samples from the USA. No studies have been performed investigating the validity of the SFS in European patients.

**Functional Capacity Evaluation – The role of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’**

Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) has been shown to reflect physical capacity to some degree but is also influenced by perceived disability and pain intensity. It was therefore proposed that FCE should be considered as behaviourial tests influenced by multiple factors, including physical ability and psychosocial factors. However, there must have been some missing determinants of physical performance as these variables were unable to explain large amounts of the variation in FCE performance. A possible confounding factor related to FCE performance might have been the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’.

**Functional Capacity Evaluation – Two methods for interpretation of lifting performance**

Physical effort determination is attempted during FCE in order to interpret lifting performance. The Isernhagen FCE uses observational criteria for effort level determination during lifting tests. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ were not intended to determine physical effort but have been used as a mean for effort determination. The questions arise whether determination of physical effort by observational criteria and ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ can be interchangeably used to interpret lifting performance during FCE.

**Exercise to reduce work-related disability**

Previous reviews found strong evidence that exercise reduces work disability in patients with nonspecific low back pain. These reviews were based on studies published before 2004 and did not evaluate the effectiveness of different exercise characteristics. The effect of specific exercise characteristics on work disability is still unclear; a more up to date review is required.
Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment and evaluation†‡</td>
<td>Assessment and evaluation are the preferred terms to be used in Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE). One can use either one of them, depending on the purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Evaluation</em>: A systematic approach including observation, reasoning and conclusion. Going beyond monitoring and recording, the evaluation process implies an outcome statement that is explanatory, as well as an objective measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Assessment</em>: A systematic approach including observation, reasoning and conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity‡</td>
<td>The highest probable level of functioning that a person can reach in a domain at a given moment in a standardised environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness for work evaluation</td>
<td>The medical determination of whether the employee can perform the job or task under the working conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Capacity Evaluation†</td>
<td>An evaluation of the physical capacity to perform work tasks on a safe basis that is used to make recommendations for participation in work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic somatic components’</td>
<td>A patient does not have a straightforward physical problem, but that illness behaviour and psychological factors also need to be considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>People’s beliefs about their capabilities to perform work tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial</td>
<td>The interaction between the person and his or her social environment, and the influences on his or her behaviour †.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety‡</td>
<td>Safety is a situation in which, given the known characteristics of the person, the procedure should not be expected to lead to injury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submaximal effort</td>
<td>A patient stops a manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum weight are observed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test‡</td>
<td>A standardised procedure of measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance‡</td>
<td>Performance is ‘what a person does in the current environment’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related rehabilitation</td>
<td>A treatment program aimed at enabling injured or disabled patients to return to work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Inconsistent terminology has hindered research on Functional Capacity Evaluation 2. A delphi round among FCE experts 3 found consensus in 10 out of 19 definitions. These were used throughout this thesis.

† Soer et al. 3 recommend that researchers state how they define FCE as only 63% agreement was found in the Delphi round on the following definition: “FCE is an evaluation of capacity of activities that is used to make recommendations for participation in work while considering the person’s body functions and structures, environmental factors, personal factors and health status”.
Abstract

Background

Low back pain (LBP) continues to be a major health problem causing personal suffering and enormous socioeconomic costs. Most of the patients suffer from nonspecific LBP (NSLBP), defined as not attributable to a recognisable known specific pathology. NSLBP is classified according to the duration and localisation of symptoms. Pain lasting longer than 4 weeks is non-acute.

Management of LBP should include a medical evaluation screening for specific pathology and for psychosocial and work-related factors. Traditional impairment-based medical measures defining fitness for work are criticised for lacking predictive validity as only few objective physical or biomechanical measures are associated with return to work (RTW). Currently, there are reforms in progress in many countries that move away from an 'essentialist' diagnostic approach in disability determination towards an evaluation of functional capacity. Functional tests purporting to measure a patient's physical capacity to perform work tasks are employed within Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE). However, there is increasing evidence that not only physical but also psychosocial factors, such as perceived functional ability (PFA) or work tasks and 'nonorganic-somatic-components', influence FCE results and consequently decisions on work ability.

Modern treatment guidelines for non-acute NSLBP recommend multidisciplinary treatment, cognitive behavioural therapy, supervised exercises and early RTW. No evidence has been found that one form of exercise is superior to another. Although new studies have been published in the meantime, the effect of specific exercise characteristics on work disability is still unclear.

Aims

1) To test the validity of the Spinal Function Sort (SFS) assessing PFA for work-related activities by evaluating internal consistency, unidimensionality, concurrent and predictive validity, and responsiveness in a European rehabilitation setting for patients with non-acute NSLBP.

2) To investigate the influences of 'nonorganic-somatic-components', together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of an FCE in patients with chronic NSLBP undergoing physical fitness for work evaluation.

3) To assess the contribution of 'nonorganic somatic components' and 'submaximal effort' to lifting performance and to determine the concurrent validity of the 'nonorganic somatic components with submaximal effort' during FCE in patients with chronic NSLBP.

4) To determine whether exercise is more effective than usual care to reduce work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective.

Material and Methods

The different aims of the thesis required different research designs. Patients with non-acute NSLBP within working age, presenting with at least 6 weeks of sick leave, and with sufficient understanding of German, French or Italian were included in papers I, II, and III.

For paper I a prospective cohort study was used. This was embedded within a randomised controlled trial performed during inpatient rehabilitation investigating the effectiveness of a function-centred treatment compared with a pain-centred treatment with 3 and 12 month follow-up for working status.
Work-related evaluation and rehabilitation of patients with non-acute NSLBP

A total of 170 out of the 174 patients who participated in the randomised controlled trial were included in paper I. All measurements were taken by a blinded research assistant; work status was assessed with questionnaires sent to employers and the patients’ primary physicians, who were blinded to the patients’ group assignments. Internal consistency of the SFS was assessed with Cronbach’s alpha. A principal component analysis was performed to investigate unidimensionality. SFS scores were correlated with fear avoidance beliefs (FABs), pain intensity, physical factors, and FCE. Predictive validity for work status at 3 and 12 month follow-up was investigated with Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis and responsiveness by calculating Standardised Response Mean (SRM).

For papers II and III an analytical cross-sectional study was performed in three rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland. Included were 130 patients referred for physical fitness for work evaluation, with chronic NSLBP as their primary complaint. Evaluations were performed by two independent assessors. These were blinded to each other’s results. The first assessors assessed ‘grip strength’ and psychosocial factors including ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. The second assessors undertook FCE tests and determined physical effort level during the lifting tests by applying observational criteria. Paper II analysed the influence of psychosocial and physical factors on FCE performance with robust regression analysis. Paper III investigated the contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal effort’ to lifting performance with linear regression analysis and the concurrent validity of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal effort’ by calculating sensitivity and specificity.

Paper IV consists of a systematic review and meta-analysis. Studies were included if randomised controlled trials were performed, the primary diagnosis in all patients was non-acute NSLBP with a duration of at least four weeks, the experimental treatments used exercise alone or as part of a multidisciplinary treatment, work disability was the primary outcome, and if at least 90% of the patients under treatment were available for the job market in that they were either employed or unemployed but seeking work. Data sources were MEDLINE, EMBASE, PEDro, Cochrane Library databases, NIOSHTIC-2, and PsycINFO until August 2008. Work disability data were converted to odds ratios. Random effects meta-analyses were conducted.

Results

Paper I revealed a high internal consistency of the SFS (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.98) and reasonable evidence for unidimensionality. Correlations of the SFS with work activities were high (Spearman’s rho > 0.6). ROC curve analysis revealed discriminating power for work status at 3 and 12 month by (area under curve =0.760, 95%CI: 0.689-0.822 resp. 0.787, 95%CI: 0.712-0.851). SRM within the two treatment groups was 0.18 and -0.31.

Paper II showed that between 42% and 58% of the variation in the FCE tests was explained in the final multivariate regression models. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ were consistent independent predictors for all tests. Their influence was most important on forward bend standing and walking distance, and less on grip strength and lifting performance. PFA for work tasks was the most important predictor for lifting performance and also contributed significantly to grip strength and forward bend standing. In paper III ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal effort’ were found to be independent contributors to lifting performance during FCE. The contribution of ‘submaximal effort’ was higher than that of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’, shown by a higher change of coefficients ranging between 42–58% when ‘submaximal effort’ was added to the model compared to 14–17%.
when 'nonorganic-somatic-components' was added. Between 53%-63% of the patients with 'nonorganic-somatic-components' were classified as showing 'submaximal effort'.

23 trials met the inclusion criteria for paper IV. Three studies were excluded from meta-analysis as the presented data did not allow pooling. The remaining 20 studies allowed 17 comparisons of exercise interventions with usual care and 11 comparisons of two different exercise interventions. A statistically significant effect in favour of exercise on work disability was found in a long term follow-up (OR = 0.66, 95% CI 0.48 – 0.92) while this was not the case in the short term (OR = 0.80, 95% CI 0.51 – 1.25) and in the intermediate term (OR = 0.78, 95% CI 0.45 – 1.34). Meta-regression indicated no significant effect of specific exercise characteristics.

Conclusions

PFA for work tasks can be validly assessed with the SFS in a European rehabilitation setting in patients with NSLBP and is predictive for future work status. PFA together with 'nonorganic-somatic-components' should be considered for interpretation of FCE. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing and determination of physical effort by observational criteria should not be interchangeably used for interpreting lifting performance during FCE. Exercise interventions have a significant effect on work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP in the long term. No conclusions can be drawn regarding exercise types.

Key words: Low back pain, fitness-for-work, work-related rehabilitation, exercise, systematic review, functional capacity evaluation, physical effort, lifting performance, behaviour, nonorganic-somatic-components, physical performance, perceived functional ability
1. **Introduction**

1.1 My background and motivation for writing this thesis

I have been working for many years in a rehabilitation centre confronted with work disability due to nonspecific diseases. According to the general aims of rehabilitation, our interventions strive to maximise function and minimise the limitation of activity and the restriction of participation in these patients of which RTW is of major importance. We have been able to show that clinical tests allow a prediction of RTW of patients with chronic LBP after inpatient rehabilitation. We developed a specific function-centred rehabilitation program which showed its effectiveness compared to a pain-centred rehabilitation program in returning patients with non-acute NSLBP to work. However, the total costs of these two treatment approaches were similar over the whole 3-year follow-up. We found that FCE improves quality and information regarding working capacity of medical fitness for work certificates in these patients. Our clinical research showed the implications of self PFA for work tasks on assessment and rehabilitation interventions but also the difficulties in assessing it in a rehabilitation setting where patients from various European nations are treated. We are increasingly asked to evaluate fitness for work in patients referred for inpatient rehabilitation to plan RTW but also for disability determination. Patients with nonspecific disease such as LBP, in particular, require an evaluation of functional capacity as medical findings alone are insufficient to determine fitness for work. Such an approach is in line with Swiss legal requirements to judge inability to work by the extent of the functional loss regarding the demands of the previous work. However, FCE’s results are in some cases minimal and can hardly be explained by pathological findings. In such cases, external findings are needed to interpret the test results. Exercise is a major intervention of our work-related rehabilitation approach. The question arises whether there are specific exercise characteristics we should use. The above outlined issues motivated me to perform further research about work-related evaluation and rehabilitation of patients with non-acute NSLBP.

1.2 The magnitude of the problem

1.2.1 Prevalence of low back pain

Low back pain (LBP) is known to be a very common problem in western societies and increasingly in developing nations. However, there is a wide range of prevalence rates found. A systematic review of population prevalence studies of LBP published between 1966 and 1998 reports point prevalence ranging from 12% to 33%, 1-year prevalence ranging from 22% to 65%, and lifetime prevalence ranging from 11% to 84%. A systematic review on the prevalence of LBP among adolescents reports increasing lifetime prevalence with age approximating adult levels by around the age of 18 years. Methodological differences among epidemiological studies such as differences in study design, mode of data collection, duration of LBP, lack of agreement on a clear definition of LBP, and patient age are repeatedly reported to be the cause of these differing prevalence rates. Markedly
different prevalence rates of LBP are also reported between different western countries. Intercultural differences in perceiving or reporting back pain were hypothesised as the most likely explanation of these differences 34.

Despite these uncertainties on the true prevalence rate of LBP, recently published data continues to confirm that LBP is a common disorder. A review and analysis of data from two national U.S. surveys in 2002 found that LBP lasting at least a whole day in the previous 3 months was reported by 26.4% of respondents 35. A cross-sectional, telephone survey of a representative sample of North Carolina households conducted in 1992 and repeated in 2006 revealed a significant increase in the prevalence of chronic LBP from 3.9% to 10.2% 36. In Switzerland, back pain is currently the most prevalent health problem. 43% - 50% of the surveyed population reported various back problems in the preceding 4 weeks 6,37. Women were more frequently affected then men 37. This is comparable to prevalence rates found in Norway, where 45% of women and 38% of men reported LBP within a 14 day period 38.

1.2.2 Sickness, disability and work
An epidemiological study on LBP published in 1991 in the US already reported an increasing rate of disability due to LBP 39. The 5% of people who became temporarily or permanently disabled from back pain caused 75% or more of the resulting costs, according to the authors, a phenomenon that seems more rooted in psychosocial rather than disease determinants. In Switzerland the number of pensioners from 1993 until 2003 has grown annually by an average of 3.5% 40. Musculoskeletal disorders including LBP were one of the two causes for disability with the biggest annual growth 41 and are, at 31%, the second largest reason to receive a disability pension 42. In 1995 and 1996, the estimated overall one year incidence of LBP in patients from the general working population in Norway who take at least 2 weeks of compensated absence from work was 2.27%. It was significantly higher for women (2.72%) than for men (1.91%). Approximately 42% of those still off work after 6 months had not returned to work after 12 months, and were switched to permanent disability pension or other compensation forms 43. In 2006 about a third of sickness absences in Norway were due to musculoskeletal conditions amounting to 41% of days lost due to sickness absence 5.

1.2.3 Costs of low back pain
Spending on disability benefits has become a significant burden to public finances in most OECD countries. Public spending on disability benefits totals 2% of GDP on average across the OECD, rising to as much as 4%-5% in countries such as Norway, the Netherlands and Sweden 7. Numerous studies report on the enormous costs of back pain. A systematic review on the costs of LBP identified 153 studies published in English up to 2007, of which 27 were deemed as relevant 44. Estimates of the economic costs worldwide varied greatly depending on study methodology. 9 studies reported total costs which were for Australia AUD 9.2 billion, Belgium €1.2 billion, Japan Yen 6 billion, Netherlands €6.4, Sweden €1.9 - €3.3 billion, and the United Kingdom £12.3 billion. Proportions of indirect costs ranged between 34%-97% of the total costs 44. The most recent study on the costs of LBP in Switzerland 6 estimated direct costs of LBP at €2.6 billion and direct medical costs at 6.1% of the total healthcare
expenditure. Productivity losses were estimated at €4.1 billion with the human capital approach and €2.2 billion with the friction cost approach. Presenteeism (reduction of productivity whilst still being at work) was the single most prominent cost category. The total economic burden of LBP to Swiss society was estimated between 1.6% and 2.3% of the GDP. Thus, it has been concluded that back pain is not only a major medical problem but also a major economical problem. Concerns about the high public spending on disability has led to policies focusing on increased employment opportunities for individuals with disabilities. The health care provider is addressed within these policies by the demand to assess people’s work capacity rigorously and refocus sick workers on early RTW.

1.3 Focus of this thesis
The first major review on the assessment and management of back pain had already stated in 1987 that not pain relief but improvement of function, including RTW, was the primary goal in the treatment of LBP. This goal has become a consistent feature of modern treatment guidelines for subacute and chronic NSLBP recommending staying active, the use of exercise and early RTW. RTW requires a thorough medical assessment including physical, psychosocial and work-related factors including an evaluation of fitness for work.

The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate work-related assessments in patients with non-acute NSLBP. In addition, the use of exercise to achieve RTW in these patients was investigated.

1.4 Assessment of patients with low back pain
1.4.1 Medical evaluation
Two independent comparisons of national clinical guidelines for the management of LBP published in 2001 and 2003 found consistent recommendations that diagnostic procedures should focus on the identification of red flags indicative of specific spinal pathology (see Table 1) and consider psychosocial factors as risk factors for the development of chronic disability. Koes et al. updated their review in 2010 and included national clinical guidelines from 13 countries as well as 2 international clinical guidelines from Europe published from 2000 until 2008. The authors concluded that all guidelines continued to recommend diagnostic triage and screening for psychosocial factors.

1.4.1.1 Diagnostic triage
The types of physical examination and physical tests that are recommended within national guidelines for the management for LBP show some variation. History taking, neurologic examination, and straight leg raise testing are consistently recommended and X-ray examination as routine use at the initial visit discouraged. Some guidelines (i.e. Australian and European) recommend imaging at the initial visit only for cases of suspected specific spinal pathology (see Table 1).
Table 1: Red flags indicative of specific spinal pathology

- Age of onset <20 or >55 yr
- Violent trauma
- Constant progressive, non mechanical pain (no relief with bed rest)
- Thoracic pain
- Past medical history of malignant tumour, systematic steroids or drug abuse, HIV
- Prolonged use of corticosteroids
- Drug abuse, immunosuppression, HIV
- Systematically unwell
- Unexplained weight loss
- Widespread neurology (including cauda equina syndrome)
- Structural deformity

Known causes of specific LBP are infection, tumour, osteoporosis, fracture, structural deformity, inflammatory disorder, radicular syndrome or cauda equina syndrome. Evidence suggests that fewer than 15% of individuals with LBP can be assigned to one of these specific LBP categories. Most patients suffer from NSLBP. NSLBP is defined as LBP not attributable to a recognisable, known specific pathology. Due to these diagnostic difficulties the recommendation is to classify LBP according to the duration and localisation of symptoms using the following criteria: Acute LBP (< 4 weeks); Subacute LBP (4–12 weeks), and Chronic LBP (CLBP) (> 12 weeks). 4 diagnostic groups are differentiated: 1) LBP with no radiation; 2) LBP radiating no further than the knee; 3) LBP radiating beyond the knee, with no neurological signs; 4) LBP radiating to a precise and entire leg dermatome, with or without neurological signs. In diagnostic group 4, if neurological signs are prevalent, nerve root compression must be assumed.

1.4.1.2 Assessment of psychosocial factors

There is considerable variation among national guidelines for the management of LBP in the amount of detail given on the assessment of psychosocial factors or the optimal timing of the assessment. Several guidelines for the management of LBP, including the European Guidelines for the management of chronic NSLBP, specifically recommend the assessment of psychosocial Yellow Flags. Psychosocial Yellow Flags in patients with acute LBP indicate psychosocial barriers to recovery and, therefore, need to be addressed so that the risk of developing long-term disability and work loss can be reduced.

The term ‘psychosocial’ as used within the ‘psychosocial Yellow Flags’ refers to the interaction between the person and his or her social environment, and the influences on his or her behaviour. Family members, co-workers, employers, the compensation system and health professionals form the social environment. Any of these people have the potential to affect a person with back pain and may influence behaviour, levels of distress, attitudes and beliefs, and experience of pain. The biopsychosocial model of back pain and disability emphasises the interaction between these multiple factors (see Figure 1).
According to Kendall et al. \(^1\), psychosocial Yellow Flags can be identified with a structured acute LBP screening questionnaire or a guide for the clinical assessment based on the following 7 headings: Attitudes and Beliefs about Back Pain, Behaviours, Compensation Issues, Diagnosis and Treatment, Emotions, Family, and Work. The authors do not intend this guide for clinical assessment to be a rigid prescription: "It is thought to allow flexibility and choice, thereby allowing the exercise of good clinical judgement according to the particular circumstances of the patient" \(^1\). A recently published reappraisal of the identification and management of psychosocial yellow flags emphasises that targeting yellow flags, particularly when they are at high levels, does seem to lead to more consistently positive results. However, questions remain about which factors are the most important, and how they can be identified clinically in relation to timing, necessary skills, and context \(^56\).

### 1.4.2 Perceived functional ability for work tasks

Perceived functional self-efficacy is a relevant psychosocial factor contributing to the outcome in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain \(^57\). According to Bandura, perceived self-efficacy affects how people behave in difficult situations. People who doubt their capabilities shy away from tasks which they view as personal threats \(^58\). Patients with back pain tend to have experienced difficulties with manual material handling \(^59\), which may affect their perceived functional ability (PFA) for work tasks. The assessment of PFA for work tasks in patients with NSLBP plays an important role during rehabilitation and is proposed to be a predictor for RTW \(^60\).

Assessment of PFA depends on the use of questionnaires. However, self-reported measures require an adequate literacy level \(^61\) and depend on linguistic abilities. Text-based questionnaires are often impossible to administer in European rehabilitation settings for the treatment of patients with different mother tongues. A possible approach to overcome this problem is the use of picture-based questionnaires such as the Spinal Function Sort (SFS) \(^60\). The SFS has shown a high practicability in rehabilitation settings where patients from pan-European origin are treated, and is recommended for work-related rehabilitation \(^62\).
The clinical utility of the SFS has so far only been reported in patient samples from the USA \cite{63,64}. The reliability and validity of the SFS was investigated in English speaking patients with back pain from the United States \cite{60} and Australia \cite{65} reporting good psychometric properties of the SFS. No studies have been performed investigating the validity of the SFS in European patients.

1.4.3 Fitness for work evaluation and disability determination

Self-certified sickness absence is possible in some countries while others require a certificate from the treating doctor from the first day of illness \cite{7}. Long term sickness absence always has to be certified by a medical doctor. Such certificates are frequently based on a medical examination and the resulting medical diagnosis \cite{66}. However, fitness-for-work certificates based on diagnosis are criticised on the grounds that few objective physical or biomechanical measures are associated with RTW \cite{13,14,16} and a person’s potential work ability is not explored \cite{17}. Medically driven judgements of fitness for work are also accused of being the major cause for the significant increase in the number of disability beneficiaries in the past two decades \cite{7}.

In many countries, there are now reforms in progress to move disability determination away from an ‘essentialist’ diagnostic approach \cite{17} towards an evaluation of functional capacity \cite{7}. Following comprehensive reform in 2003, disability assessment in Denmark now focuses on the person’s remaining functions and the possible jobs the person can still perform. Similarly, in the Netherlands disability assessment is based on the person’s functional abilities which are matched to job requirements \cite{7}. With the introduction of the new Social Insurance Act in 2004 in Norway, a GP has to evaluate functional capacity \cite{67} if a worker is off work for more than 8 weeks. Swiss law requires a physician to judge ‘inability to work’ by the extent of the functional loss regarding the demands of the previous work and not by the medical diagnosis. In the case of long-term inability to work (> 3 months), a judgement concerning a reasonable occupation in another profession or field has to be made \cite{68}. The Department of Work and Pensions in the United Kingdom introduced the work capability assessment \cite{69}, which employs functional tests to determine ‘fitness for work’.

Information from functional tests is regarded by insurance physicians as being of complementary value to their assessment of claimants with musculoskeletal disorders \cite{70} and positively influencing quality and information of medical fitness for work certificates in patients with chronic LBP \cite{24}.

1.4.4 Functional Capacity Evaluation

Functional tests purporting to measure a patient’s physical capacity to perform work tasks are employed within FCE. Many FCE systems are available but criticised for not having been rigorously analysed according to their psychometric properties \cite{71}. While an early review published in 1999 found only limited scientific evidence for the reliability and validity of FCE \cite{72,73}, there is now an increasing body of knowledge on their clinimetric properties. A systematic review comparing 4 FCE methods concluded that the intrerrater reliability and
predictive validity of the Isernhagen FCE is good while the procedure used in the test-retest studies was not rigorous enough to allow any conclusion. In an update of their systematic review published in 1999, the authors’ state that the Isernhagen FCE had the most comprehensive coverage of all aspects of reliability and validity.

In the FCE as described by Isernhagen, 28 physical tests are administered over two days. The 28 tests can be categorised in manual handling capacity tests, work postures, hand capacity and ambulation. Physical capacity determined by FCE is compared with the required physical job demands of the patient’s occupation and recommendations for participation in work are made. Critical job demands are assessed by a job analysis involving collecting relevant information by direct observation, an interview with employer or employee, or existing job descriptions.

The FCE approach is in line with the guidelines of the International Labour Organization that refer to the assessment of fitness for work of diseased or disabled persons. These guidelines state that two major risks in the assessment of fitness for work must be avoided. The first is to overestimate functional disability by failing to allow for any adaptation of the job to the worker, while the second is to underestimate an intelligent and determined person’s ability to overcome a disability and produce satisfactory results in a job that might be beyond such determination.

Evidence regarding the predictive validity for RTW of the Isernhagen FCE is contradictory. A study found in 650 adults of working age that the more weight they lifted from floor to waist during an FCE, the more likely was RTW. Contrary to this finding, another study revealed that a better performance during FCE was only weakly associated with faster recovery, defined by shorter time until suspension of total temporary disability benefits and claim closure. In a different study, the authors were unable to confirm the hypothesis that FCE is able to determine readiness or ability for safe RTW following musculoskeletal injury. A lower number of failed FCE tasks was consistently associated with higher risk of recurrence defined upon restarting temporary disability benefits. However, the use of total temporary disability suspension and claim closure as an accurate substitution parameter for RTW and the use of restarting total temporary disability benefits in the year following FCE as an adequate indicator for ‘recurrence’ were questioned. A recent study evaluating the quality of FCE information in predicting RTW found a significant relation between these two variables but a poor predictive efficiency.

1.4.4.1 The role of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ in Functional Capacity Evaluation

Physical factors such as age and gender have shown their association with lifting performance during FCE in manual material handling tests as well as in non-manual material handling tests. However, there is increasing evidence that not only physical but also psychosocial factors influence FCE results. Performance during FCE is associated with pain intensity, perceived disability, and functional self-efficacy.
A previous study investigating factors influencing results of FCE in Workers’ Compensation Claimants with LBP found that FCE reflects physical capacity to some degree but also found influences of perceived disability and pain intensity. It was therefore proposed that FCE should be considered as behavioural tests influenced by multiple factors, including physical ability and psychosocial factors. However, the authors state that there must have been some important determinants of physical performance that were not measured as they were unable to explain large amounts of the variation in FCE performance. A possible confounding factor related to FCE performance might have been the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical examination.

Waddell et al. 1980 described eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ that are distinguishable from the standard clinical signs of physical pathology in patients with LBP. Multiple signs suggest that a patient does not have a straightforward physical problem, but that illness behaviour and psychological factors also need to be considered. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ correlate with illness behaviour and distress, as well as with increased disability and a poorer rate of RTW.

The identification of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical examination has a long standing history in medical examination but is debated. A major criticism is that such findings are frequently interpreted as evidence of malingering. In a later published reappraisal of the interpretation of their ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’, the authors emphasise that these should not be used as evidence of simulation for the purpose of financial gain, but should be viewed as a form of communication between patient and examiner. Such a behavioural response to examination is influenced by expectations and must be understood in the context of the patient’s history.

To our knowledge, the influences of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’, together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of an FCE have not yet been investigated. We hypothesised that that the inclusion of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ as an explanatory variable will substantially increase the explained variation in FCE performance.

1.4.4.2 Effort determination during lifting tests

Effort determination has been widely used to validate the findings of physical performance tests. Results from physical performance tests that are biased by ‘submaximal-effort’ may lead to false classifications of disability and consequently incorrect care as well as unwarranted disability compensation.

Various research has been performed within the fields of effort determination during muscle testing. Two literature reviews found a total of 61 studies investigating a wide variety of methods used to determine ‘submaximal-effort’. Robinson et al. concluded that, despite some promising aspects of methods examining motion variability, radial/ulnar force output ratios, difference scores of eccentric-concentric ratios, and electromyography, there is not sufficient empirical evidence to support the clinical application of muscle testing for this purpose.
Physical effort determination is also attempted during FCE in order to interpret the performance results. Maximum effort of the client is required to obtain valid results in these physical performance tests. The Isernhagen FCE uses observational criteria for physical effort level determination during manual handling tests to judge the physical demands and consequently the weight load as ‘light – to moderate’, ‘heavy’ or ‘maximal’. ‘Submaximal-effort’ is assumed if a patient stops the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum weight are observed. ‘Submaximal-effort’ classification has shown to be associated with decreased functional performance.

The eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were not intended to determine physical effort but have been used as a means of effort determination. To our knowledge, it has not been investigated whether ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ identified by ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing and ‘submaximal-effort’ determined by observational criteria during FCE contribute independently to lifting performance. It is also not known whether patients identified by ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing as presenting with ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ will be classified by observational criteria as showing ‘submaximal-effort’.

1.5 Work-related rehabilitation for patients with low back pain

Work-related rehabilitation is multidisciplinary consisting of a combination of physical, vocational, and behavioural components, and the modification of medication use. Many different terms such as multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation, behavioural programmes, back schools, functional restoration programmes, work hardening or work conditioning are used to describe such a treatment approach. The content of such rehabilitation programs corresponds to the recommendations found in the updated review of national and international guidelines on the management of NSLBP. The authors concluded that for chronic LBP, consistent features included multidisciplinary treatment, cognitive behavioural therapy and supervised exercises. There were discrepancies for recommendations regarding spinal manipulation and drug treatment for acute and chronic LBP.

1.5.1 Multidisciplinary treatment

A systematic review on the effectiveness of multidisciplinary rehabilitation for subacute LBP among working age adults found only two relevant studies that satisfied the criteria on subacute LBP. Based on these two studies of low methodological quality, the authors concluded that there was moderate evidence of positive effectiveness of multidisciplinary rehabilitation helping patients with subacute LBP to RTW faster, resulting in fewer sick leaves and alleviating subjective disability, and that a workplace visit increased the effectiveness. However, there was an obvious need for high quality trials in this field.

Two systematic reviews investigated the effect of multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation on clinically relevant outcomes and work status in patients with chronic LBP. Both found evidence for the effectiveness of such an approach compared to less intensive interventions and to management strategies that do not include physical
conditioning programs\textsuperscript{117}. However, the European guidelines for the management of chronic NSLBP require further research to define the optimal content of multidisciplinary treatment programmes\textsuperscript{9}.

### 1.5.2 Behavioural therapy

Behavioural therapy involves procedures where changes in the cognitions and behaviours are attempted in order to reduce disability\textsuperscript{9}. Three behavioural approaches are generally distinguished: operant, cognitive, and respondent; but they are often combined as a treatment package\textsuperscript{118}. The consistent recommendation of behavioural therapy among the different national guidelines\textsuperscript{12} is only sparsely supported by scientific evidence. A systematic review on behavioural treatment for chronic low-back pain (CLBP)\textsuperscript{119} found that combined respondent-cognitive therapy and progressive relaxation therapy are more effective than waiting list control on short-term pain relief. No significant differences could be detected between behavioural treatment and exercise therapy. Whether clinicians should refer patients with CLBP to behavioural treatment programs or to active conservative treatment could not be concluded from this review. An update of this review published in 2010\textsuperscript{118} came to similar findings. There was evidence of moderate quality that in the short-term, operant therapy is more effective than waiting list and that behavioural therapy is more effective than usual care for pain relief, but no specific type of behavioural therapy is more effective than another. In the intermediate- to long-term, there was little or no difference between behavioural therapy and group exercises for pain or depressive symptoms.

### 1.5.3 Exercise therapy

Koes et al.\textsuperscript{12} found consensus among the guidelines considering subacute LBP and CLBP to use exercise but note that there is no evidence that one form of exercise is superior to another. This is in line with a previous review published in 2000\textsuperscript{11} which found no evidence for the effectiveness of specific exercises in the management of CLBP. The authors stated: ‘it appears that the key to success is physical activity itself—i.e. activity of any form—rather than any specific activity’.

Exercises applied in the treatment of patients with NSLBP encompass a wide variety of interventions and are applied with different rationales. The sports medicine approach applies exercise based on the principles of exercise physiology, and is used in functional restoration programs with the goal of restoring physical function and thereby enabling patients to RTW\textsuperscript{120}. Behavioural treatment programs use exercise with the aim of modifying pain behaviour. Patients learn that it is safe to move while restoring function by receiving continuous feedback and positive reinforcement\textsuperscript{121}.

While until 2000 no evidence had been found for the effectiveness of specific exercises in the management of CLBP\textsuperscript{11}, a later review revealed that individually designed stretching or strengthening exercises delivered with supervision may improve pain and function in chronic NSLBP. The authors recommended further testing with this multivariable model and further assessment with specific patient-level characteristics and exercise types\textsuperscript{122}. 
A systematic review of trials with positive outcomes on work disability revealed that all had significant cognitive behavioural components combined with intensive physical training. The authors, however, advised caution when interpreting this post hoc analysis and recommended further investigation into the contribution of these exercise characteristics.

Whereas additional reviews found limited evidence for the effectiveness of behavioural graded activity in improving absenteeism outcomes, strong evidence has been found that exercise reduces work disability in patients with NSLBP. These reviews were based on studies published before 2004 that did not evaluate the effectiveness of different exercise characteristics.

Although new studies have been published in the meantime, the effect of specific exercise characteristics on work disability is still unclear; a more up to date review is required. The questions arise as to whether exercise is more effective than usual care to reduce work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective.
2. Aims of the thesis

The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate work-related assessments in patients with non-acute NSLBP. In addition, the use of exercise to achieve RTW in these patients was investigated. The specific aims were:

- To test the validity of the Spinal Function Sort assessing self-perceived functional ability for work tasks by evaluating internal consistency, unidimensionality, concurrent and predictive validity, and responsiveness in a European rehabilitation setting for patients with non-acute nonspecific low back pain. Paper I

- To investigate the influences of "nonorganic-somatic-components", together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of a Functional Capacity Evaluation in patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain undergoing physical fitness for work evaluation. Paper II

- To assess the contribution of 'nonorganic-somatic-components' and 'submaximal-effort' to lifting performance and to determine the concurrent validity of the 'nonorganic-somatic-components with 'submaximal-effort' during FCE in patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain. Paper III

- To determine whether exercise is more effective than usual care in reducing work disability in patients with non-acute nonspecific low back pain, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective. Paper IV
3. Materials and methods

3.1 Designs

The different aims of the thesis required different research designs and materials. For paper I, a prospective cohort study was used. This was embedded within a randomised controlled trial performed during inpatient rehabilitation investigating the effectiveness of a function-centred treatment compared with a pain-centred treatment with 3 and 12 month follow-up for working status. For papers II and III an analytical cross-sectional study was performed in three rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland. Paper IV consists of a systematic review and meta-analysis.

3.2 Patients and materials

Patients with non-acute NSLBP within working age, presenting with at least 6 weeks of sick leave, and with sufficient understanding of German, French or Italian were included in all studies. The following Table 2 gives an overview on the patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paper I</th>
<th>Paper II</th>
<th>Paper III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male n (%)</td>
<td>133 (78%)</td>
<td>94 (75%)</td>
<td>97 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female n (%)</td>
<td>37 (22%)</td>
<td>32 (25%)</td>
<td>33 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>42 (8)</td>
<td>44 (10)</td>
<td>44 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days out of work</td>
<td>200 (152.7)</td>
<td>670 (1031)</td>
<td>670 (1031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated ability for work tasks (SFS)</td>
<td>104.9 (46.1)</td>
<td>96.3 (50.9)</td>
<td>95.6 (51.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance belief – work (FABQ)</td>
<td>32.1 (9.6)</td>
<td>32.7 (9.0)</td>
<td>32.8 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentary pain intensity (NRS 0–10)</td>
<td>5.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>5.1 (2.2)</td>
<td>5.1 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD) for continuous variables and numbers (%) for categorical variables

3.2.1 Patients referred for inpatient work-related rehabilitation (paper I)

Eligible were patients who were referred to the Rehabilitationsklinik Valens (Switzerland) for in-patient rehabilitation. Patients included in paper I participated in a randomised controlled trial investigating the effectiveness of a function-centred treatment compared with a pain-centred treatment with 3 and 12 month follow-up for working status. A total of 170 out of
the 174 subjects who participated in the randomized controlled trial fully completed the SFS at discharge and were included in this study.

### 3.2.2 Patients referred for fitness for work evaluation (papers II and III)

Included were patients referred for physical fitness for work evaluation, presenting with chronic NSLBP as their primary complaint.

From March 2009 until August 2010 678 patients were referred to three rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland for FCE. All clinics are national competence centres for FCEs, each performing more than 100 FCEs per year. Physicians identified 203 subjects with LBP of which 26 suffered from specific back pain, and 16 of relevant comorbidity affecting work ability. 5 were excluded because of language problems, 11 subjects did not sign the informed consent, 2 were older than 60 years and 13 were missed for inclusion leaving 130 subjects with chronic NSLBP. Mean time off work was over two years. 52% of the included patients had performed heavy or very heavy work in their previous job.

### 3.2.3 Studies included in the systematic review (paper IV)

Studies were included if randomised controlled trials were performed, the primary diagnosis in all patients was non-acute NSLBP with a duration of at least 4 weeks, the experimental treatments used exercise alone or as a part of a multidisciplinary treatment, work disability was the primary outcome, and if at least 90% of the patients under treatment were available for the job market in that they were either employed or unemployed but seeking work.

### 3.3 Ethical approval

The prospective cohort study and the cross-sectional study involving patient assessments were approved by the three regional ethical committees where the rehabilitation clinics are located (Request numbers: EKSG 03/35, EKSG 08/029/2B, SPUK N° 784, EKAG 08/058).

### 3.4 Procedures and Measurements

#### 3.4.1 Procedures

**3.4.1.1 Prospective cohort study (paper I)**

All measurements were taken by a research assistant blinded to the treatment received at entry and discharge after inpatient rehabilitation. Work status at 3 and 12 month follow-up was assessed with a questionnaire sent to employers and the patients’ primary physicians, who were blinded to the patients’ group assignments.

**3.4.1.2 Cross-sectional study (papers II and III)**

Evaluations were performed by two independent assessors. These were blinded to each other’s results. The first assessor administered the questionnaires and assessed the independent variable ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ and ‘grip strength’. The second assessor...
undertook FCE tests, which consisted of forward bend standing, walking, lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’ and determined physical effort level during the lifting tests by applying observational criteria.

11 physiotherapists having a mean professional experience of 12.1 years (SD 6.9) acted as first assessors while 17 physiotherapists performed FCE. All FCE assessors completed a two day course on FCE and had extensive experience in FCE testing, having performed on average 36.5 FCEs (SD 10.0) in the 2 years prior to this study. In addition, for the purpose of this study a teaching person for FCE discussed 8 FCE video sequences with the FCE assessors regarding observational criteria for effort level during manual handling tasks and trained the assessment of the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic’ signs according to the description of Waddell et al. with the first assessors.

3.4.1.3 Systematic review (paper IV)

The search strategy was based on the recommendations of the Cochrane Back Review Group. We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, PEDro, the Cochrane Library, PsycINFO (2002 – August 2008) and NIOSHTIC-2 (until August 2008). This search was combined with a previous search performed in December 2002 covering MEDLINE (1966-Oct. 2002), EMBASE (1988 - Oct. 2002), PEDro (until Dec. 2002), the Cochrane Library (2002, Issue 4) and PsycLIT (1984 -Dec. 2002). References were checked for further trials.

Studies were included if randomised controlled trials were performed, the primary diagnosis in all patients was non-acute NSLBP with a duration of at least four weeks, the experimental treatments used exercise alone or as a part of a multidisciplinary treatment, work disability was the primary outcome, and if at least 90% of the patients under treatment were available for the job market in that they were either employed or unemployed but seeking work. Excluded were studies that did not report work disability, investigated the effect of treatments that did not contain any form of exercise such as respondent psychological interventions, included patients with thoracic pain, cervical pain or specific LBP such as nerve root compression, vertebral fracture, tumour, infection, inflammatory diseases, spondylolysthesis, spinal stenosis and definite instability, and studies that included pregnant women with LBP.

Two authors (Oesch, Kool) independently applied the admission criteria for the studies and assessed risk of bias. Disagreements were solved through discussion involving a third researcher (Bachmann). Authors were contacted if the information regarding the eligibility of a trial, quality criteria, or work disability was unclear.

Study quality was assessed according to Juni et al., who stated that the internal validity of an randomised controlled trial can be threatened by detection bias, attrition bias, selection bias, and performance bias. Thus, the following three criteria were rated as ‘met’, ‘unclear’ or ‘not met’: Concealed allocation, blinding of the outcome assessor, and intention to treat analysis. Performance bias was not assessed as it is not strictly possible to blind the treatment provider and recipient in clinical trials investigating the effect of exercise to treatment allocation. The internal validity of the included studies were then evaluated on methodological overall assessment: Studies were classified as high quality studies if two or
three of the criteria were met, while studies were classified as being of low quality if one or none of the criteria were met.

For each study, two of the authors (Oesch, Bachmann) independently extracted data from all included studies and defined exercise characteristics. Four criteria designed by Hayden et al. \(^{122}\) were used, namely program design, delivery type, dose, and type. Additionally, two criteria proposed by Schonstein et al. \(^{128}\) were used, namely work context and exercise administration within a cognitive behavioural approach. A further criterion was the setting in which exercise was applied.

### 3.4.2 Measurements

Patients were assessed with questionnaires, underwent a physical examination and an FCE. Work-related data were obtained from the clinical database, by interviews with patients, employers and primary physicians. An overview of the measurements is given in Table 3.

#### 3.4.2.1 Work status

*Days at work (paper I):* As in Switzerland no national database exists to obtain work data information we had to resort to questionnaires sent to both the primary physicians and the employers at 3 and 12 month follow-up. Both were blinded to the treatment group. Each calendar day within a period at work was counted. This method is insensitive to the fact that patients work on different days of the week. Inconsistencies were resolved through additional phone calls to the people involved.

#### 3.4.2.2 Physical factors

*Back strength (paper I):* Back strength was assessed with the Biering-Sorensen test \(^{129}\). The patient was lying prone on a treatment table supported up to the iliac crest. Their legs were strapped to the treatment table. Patients were instructed to hold the unsupported upper body horizontally with the arms crossed behind their back for as long as possible. During the test, no extra motivation was given. Maximum holding time was measured with a stopwatch. Reliability of the Biering-Sorensen test has shown to be high in patients with chronic LBP \(^{130}\).

*Finger to floor distance (FFD) (paper I):* The patients were asked to reach with the fingertips of both hands as far as possible down towards their toes. The knees had to be kept straight. The distance between the finger tips and the floor was measured with a tape measure in centimetres. The Fingertip-to-floor test has shown excellent reliability in patients with LBP and is recommended for use in clinical practice and therapeutic trials \(^{131}\).

*Straight leg raise tests (SLR) (paper I):* SLR was carried out with the patients in supine position; the head remained relaxed on the treatment table. The ankle was held with one hand making sure that the hip was in neutral rotation. A bubble inclinometer was positioned on the tibia crest with the other hand and set at zero. The leg was then raised passively by the examiner, whose other hand continued to hold the inclinometer in position and also held the patient’s knee fully extended with his elbow. The leg was raised slowly to the maximum tolerated SLR (not the onset of pain). The maximum reading in degrees against a horizontal
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line was recorded. The reliability of gravity dependent inclinometer in measuring leg movement against a horizontal line have been shown to be high.

*Heart rate (HR) (paper III):* HR was measured by Polar watch FT 1 in resting position and at the end of the lifting cycle.

**Table 3: Overview of the measurements taken in papers I - III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Paper I</th>
<th>Paper II</th>
<th>Paper III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>Dep.</td>
<td>Indep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work days</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back strength</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger to floor distance</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight leg raise</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ability for work tasks</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance belief – work</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance belief – activity</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary in the previous job</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days out of work</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-signs’</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor to waist lifting</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist to overhead lifting</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal lifting</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single handed carry right</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single handed carry left</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bend standing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Minute walking distance</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submaximal effort</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obs. indicates observational variable, Dep, dependent variable; Indep, independent variable

3.4.2.3 Psychosocial factors

‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ (papers II, III): The eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were used to assess ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ (see Table 4). The eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ are grouped into five categories. A category is positive if at least one ‘nonorganic-somatic-sign’ in that category is positive. Three categories are required to be positive to indicate that a patient with LBP does not have a straightforward physical problem.
Table 4: The eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’

## Tenderness
1. Superficial: The skin is tender to light pinch over a wide lumbar area. A localised band in a posterior primary ramus distribution may be caused by nerve irritation and should be discounted.
2. Deep: Tenderness is felt over a wide area. It is not localised to one structure, and often extends to the thoracic spine, sacrum or pelvis.

## Simulation Tests
3. Axial Loading: LBP is reported on vertical loading over the standing subject’s skull by the examiner’s hands. Neck pain is common and should be discounted.
4. Rotation: LBP is reported when shoulders and pelvis are passively rotated in the same plane as the subject stands relaxed with the feet together. In the presence of root irritation, leg pain may be produced and should be discounted.

## Distraction Test
5. Straight Leg Raising: Straight leg raising is the most useful distraction test. The subject whose back pain has a nonorganic component shows marked improvement in straight leg raising on distraction as compared with formal testing.

## Regional disturbances
6. Sensory: Sensory disturbances include diminished sensation to light touch, pinprick, and sometimes other modalities fitting a “stocking” rather than a dermatomal pattern.
7. Weakness: Weakness is demonstrated on formal testing by a partial cogwheel “giving way” of many muscle groups that cannot be explained on a localised neurological basis.

## Overreaction
8. Overreaction during examination may take the form of disproportionate verbalisation, facial expressions, muscle tension and tremor, collapsing or sweating. Judgements should, however, be made with caution, minimising the examiner’s own emotional reaction; there are considerable cultural variations, and it is very easy to introduce observer bias or to provoke this type of response unconsciously.

### Perceived functional ability for work tasks (papers I, II)
The SFS assesses PFA to perform work tasks that involve the spine in various ways. It was developed in the United States by Matheson et al. and consists of 50 graphically depicted tasks with simple descriptions. The patient is instructed to look at each drawing and rate each task on a separate evaluation sheet on a 5 point scale from 1=able, 2-4= increasingly restricted, and 5=unable. The SFS is scored by the assessor and yields a single rating of PFA ranging from 0 to 200. Patients with an SFS score of less than 100 are categorised as perceiving minimal working capacity.

### Fear avoidance belief for activity (paper I) and work (papers I, II)
The Fear Avoidance Belief Questionnaire (FABQ) was used to assess how patients were affected by fear and avoidance beliefs for work activities (FAB). The questionnaire provides a score for fear of physical activity ranging from 0 (no fear) to 24 (maximum fear) and one for work activities ranging from 0 to 42. FAB’s for work have shown to be among the best predictors for RTW. Translated versions of the FABQ were available in German, Italian, Serbo-Croatian, Albanian, Turkish, French, Spanish and Portuguese.

### Pain intensity (papers I, II)
Pain intensity at the moment of examination was measured with numeric rating scale (NRS) (0 = no pain, 10 = worst pain possible). NRS has shown its reliability in literate and illiterate patients.
Compensation issues (papers II): Economic aspects have an impact on RTW\textsuperscript{67,137}. Low salary in the previous job and days out of work were assumed to have a negative influence on FCE performance. We collected information about patients’ salaries in their previous job and days off work from the clinical database.

3.4.2.4 Functional Capacity Evaluation

Manual handling tests were performed using a kinesiophysical approach as proposed by Isernhagen\textsuperscript{77}. Within this approach, lifting and carrying performance is determined by using observational criteria indicative of physical efforts at ‘light – to moderate’, ‘heavy’ or ‘maximum’ levels of demand (see Table 5). Patients were instructed that the objective was to perform five lifts or carries with as much weight as safely possible. For safety reasons all tests were commenced with a light weight. Weights were then increased by the FCE therapist and five lifts repeated until maximum safe weight load was reached. The maximum safe weight load in kilograms was determined by the FCE assessor when the criteria indicating maximum level of demands were observed\textsuperscript{77}. Heart rate was measured with a Polar watch. If the patient stopped the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum level of demands were observed the highest weight in kilogram that a patient was willing to handle five times was recorded.

The reliability of these observational criteria to judge lifting performance has been established in several studies based on video observation\textsuperscript{138,139} or on direct observation by one\textsuperscript{140-142} or more observers\textsuperscript{143}. In this study, five experienced FCE assessors tested patients simultaneously, but independently. Their agreement in the application of the Isernhagen observational criteria to determine the maximal safe lifting performance during kinesiophysical FCE was excellent as shown by ICC values ranging from 0.95 to 0.98\textsuperscript{143}. One study using the observational criteria during video recordings of lifting from ‘floor to waist’ in patients with chronic LBP and healthy subjects serving as a control group concluded that the effort level can be determined validly by means of visual observation\textsuperscript{107}.

The following manual handling tests were performed:

Floor to waist lifting (papers I – III): Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height, make a 90 degree turn, lower the weight to the floor, stand up again lifting the weight, and then place it back on the shelf.

Waist to crown lifting (papers I, III): Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height to a second shelf on shoulder height, and place it back on the shelf at waist height.

Horizontal lifting (paper I, III): Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height, walk 1.5m with the weight receptacle, place it on a second shelf at waist height, and walk back with the weight receptacle to the first shelf.

Single handed carry right and left (paper I): Participants had to carry a weight receptacle with one hand from a shelf at knee height, walk 15m with the weight receptacle, and place it on the shelf.
Material and Methods

FCE employs the following tests for the assessment of work postures, hand and walking capacity:

Forward bend standing (paper II): Patients were instructed to maintain a 30 degree forward bending trunk position for 5 minutes without straightening the hips or back while performing a hand activity. Test performance in seconds was measured by the observer with a stopwatch. The test showed acceptable test-retest reliability in patients with chronic LBP 141.

Grip strength (paper II): Grip strength measurements in kilograms were taken with a hand held G200 Dynanometer from Biometrics Ltd. Version 8 software according to a standardised and reliable protocol 86,144 was used. Patients were instructed to squeeze the Dynanometer as hard as possible for three tests in alternating order with the right and left hand in 5 different handle positions. The mean grip-strength measurements of each handle position were calculated and the maximum grip strength was recorded.

Six minute walking distance (paper II): The six minute walking test was performed according to the recommendations of the American Thorax Society 145. Participants were instructed that the objective was to walk as far as possible for six minutes, without running or jogging, by walking back and forth along a distance of 30 meters marked by traffic cones. Test performance was measured by the observer in meters walked. Reliability of the six minute walking test has been proven high in various patient groups 146,147.

Submaximal effort (paper III): ‘Submaximal effort’ was assumed if a patient stopped the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum level of demand were observed 77,114.

Table 5: Observational criteria for effort level during manual handling tests 77,114

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation criteria</th>
<th>Maximum demand</th>
<th>Lifting performance</th>
<th>Light – moderate demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muscle recruitment</td>
<td>Bulging</td>
<td>Bulging</td>
<td>Normal recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime movers</td>
<td>Bulging</td>
<td>Distinct recruitment</td>
<td>No or just slight muscle recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory muscles</td>
<td>Very wide base</td>
<td>Distinctly increased</td>
<td>Natural stance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base of support</td>
<td>Substantial counter balance</td>
<td>Distinctly increased counter balance</td>
<td>No or beginning counter balance in extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture</td>
<td>Substantial increase in heart rate and respiration</td>
<td>Distinct increase in heart rate and respiration</td>
<td>No or minimal increase in heart rate and respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate, respiration</td>
<td>Still safe, but unable to maintain control if any more weight is added</td>
<td>Increasingly controlled movement; might begin to use momentum; execution with difficulty, but not yet at the limit</td>
<td>Smooth movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control and safety</td>
<td>Still safe, but unable to maintain control if any more weight is added</td>
<td>Distinctly slower. Very deliberate movements</td>
<td>Smooth movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace</td>
<td>Very slow (increased pace would affect stability and control)</td>
<td>Moderate/comfortable pace</td>
<td>Moderate/comfortable pace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lifting performance measured in kg was determined by using observational criteria indicative of physical efforts at ‘light – to moderate’, ‘heavy’ or ‘maximum’ levels of demand. ‘Submaximal effort’ was assumed if a patient stopped the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum weight were observed.
3.5  Statistical analyses

3.5.1  Sample size calculation

Paper I: We planned to use Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis\textsuperscript{148} to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the SFS scores at discharge for work status at 3 and 12 month follow-up. We wanted to show that the area under the curve of the SFS for work status was > 0.725 and is significant from the null hypothesis value 0.5 (meaning no discriminating power). With alpha defined as 0.05 and beta as 0.9 we calculated a minimal sample size of 86 subjects necessary for ROC curve analysis\textsuperscript{149}.

Papers II and III: We used the same approach for both papers to calculate sample size but under different conditions. For paper I we relied on the study of Gross et al.\textsuperscript{93} and assumed R\textsuperscript{2} to be at least 0.15 giving an effect size of 0.18. With alpha defined as 0.05 and beta as 0.9 and 8 independent variables we calculated a minimum sample size of 114 subjects needed for multiple regression analysis. For paper II we assumed based on paper II\textsuperscript{150} R\textsuperscript{2} to be at least 0.30 giving an effect size of 0.43. With alpha defined as 0.05 and beta as 0.9 and 4 independent variables we calculated a minimum sample size of 41 subjects needed for multiple regression analysis.

3.5.2  Statistical methods

Descriptive data analysis, principal component analysis, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients, and linear regression analysis were performed using SPSS for windows version 18. ROC curve analysis was performed with MedCalc version 9.7.3.0 and robust regression analysis with Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS, version 07.1.19, Kaysville, Utah). Stata statistical software (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX V10) was used to conduct DerSimonian and Laird random effects meta-analyses. The following Table 6 gives an overview on the statistical methods used in papers I - IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Paper 1</th>
<th>Paper 2</th>
<th>Paper 3</th>
<th>Paper 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s alpha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal component analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Operating Characteristic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardised Response Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust regression analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity and Specificity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive and negative predictive value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects meta-analyses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-regression analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.2.1 Prospective cohort study (paper I)

**Internal consistency:** This was assessed by item-total correlations and Cronbach’s alpha. For a scale to be sufficiently reliable for use in groups of patients, an alpha value of 0.80 is considered acceptable \(^{151}\).

**Unidimensionality:** Principal component analysis of all 50 items of the discharge SFS score was used to assess the unidimensionality of the instrument. An eigenvalue criterion of 1.0 was used. Ratios of first to second eigenvalues of 3:1 are generally considered evidence for unidimensionality \(^{152}\).

**Concurrent validity:** Concurrent validity was assessed by comparing the entry and discharge SFS scores with FAB’s, pain intensity, FCE, and physical factors with Spearman’s correlation coefficient. We hypothesised that the SFS scores would correlate highly to FAB’s, pain intensity and FCE (i.e. \( r > 0.60 \)) and moderately to physical factors (0.30 – 0.60). Bonferroni procedures were applied to reduce type I error in the assessment of concurrent validity. Adjustment for 12 comparisons at alpha = 0.05 resulted in the use of \( p < 0.005 \) as level of significance.

**Responsiveness:** Since the function-centred treatment was specially targeted towards improving perceived ability, it was hypothesised that these patients would have a greater improvement in SFS than the patients in the pain-centred treatment group. Responsiveness was, therefore, assessed in the 2 treatment groups separately, with the Standardised Response Mean (SRM) which was calculated by dividing the mean change scores by the standard deviation of the change scores.

**Diagnostic properties:** ROC curve analysis was used \(^{148}\) to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the SFS scores at discharge for work status at 3 and 12 month follow-up. The diagnostic property of the proposed SFS of < 100 indicating minimal work ability \(^{60}\) was assessed by calculating sensitivity and specificity as well as positive and negative predictive value. Within the context of work-related rehabilitation of patients with back pain, the aim is to identify those patients with a probability of not returning to work. Sensitivity refers, therefore, to the proportion of patients who had not returned to work and were correctly identified by the SFS score < 100 indicating minimal work capacity. Another interesting aspect for clinicians is the positive predictive value of the perceived functional work capability for not returning to work. We hypothesised that a perception of a minimal working capacity (SFS score < 100) would have a high positive predictive value identifying those patients who would not RTW at 3 and 12 month follow-up.

3.5.2.2 Cross-sectional study (papers II & III)

**Paper II:** Our main goal was to assess the association of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with the 4 test categories of an FCE as described by Isernhagen et al. \(^{153}\). We included ‘manual handling from floor to waist’, thereby allowing a comparison with previous research investigating the influence of non-physical factors on lifting performance \(^{93}\). In addition, we wanted to investigate whether representative tests from the other FCE categories were also influenced by ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and chose forward bend standing, grip
strength and six minute walking distance due to their reported reliability. We chose to correct for the physical factors age and gender and for the psychosocial factors: PFA, FAB for work, pain intensity, days off work, and salary in the previous job in our analysis. Model building started with bivariate models for each dependent variable. We planned to retain all independent variables with p<0.2 in the first multivariate model and then remove the variables with the highest p-values. If a slope coefficient for a variable changed by more than 30% when removed, it was retained in the analysis as a confounder. The final model included the confounders plus the variables with p<0.05. An examination of the models revealed violations of the normality as well as homoscedasticity assumptions. Consequently, we resorted to Robust regression analysis. The analysis is an iterative procedure that seeks to identify the outliers and down-weights their influence on the regression coefficient estimates. This analysis was performed using Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS, version 07.1.19, Kaysville, Utah). All other analyses were performed with Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Version 18). Data analysis was performed by an independent statistician who was not involved in conducting the study and data collection.

Paper III: The contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal -effort’ to lifting performance was assessed with multivariate linear regression analysis. The dependent variables were the maximum weights handled during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’. The explanatory variables were ‘submaximal-effort’ and ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. We included age and gender in the model. We then added the explanatory variables stepwise and observed the change in coefficients if one variable was added over the other. Interaction of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ was tested with product terms. An examination of the full models revealed that assumptions of the normality as well as homoscedasticity were respected.

We assessed the concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ by calculating sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity within this study refers to the proportion of patients who presented with ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and were classified as giving ‘submaximal-effort’. Specificity was calculated as the proportion of the patients not presenting ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and classified as giving maximal effort.

3.5.2.3 Systematic review (paper IV)

Work-related outcomes were converted into odds ratios (OR) using the method described by Chinn and Hasselblad & Hedges. This method is based on the fact that, when assuming logistic distributions and equal variances in the two treatment groups, the log OR corresponds to a constant multiplied by the standardised difference between means. The ‘metan’ command for Stata statistical software (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX V10) was used to conduct DerSimonian and Laird random effects meta-analyses. To use all available means, we estimated missing standard deviations from other included studies. We assessed treatment effects at three different times of follow-up (short term = closest to four weeks, intermediate term = closest to six months, long term = closest to 12 months). Between-trial heterogeneity was quantified using the I² statistic, which can be understood as
the proportion of the total variation in estimated ORs that is due to between-trial heterogeneity rather than chance. The extent to which one or more study characteristics explained between-trial heterogeneity was explored using meta-regression. The following explanatory variables were considered according to an a priori statistical analysis plan: Exercise design (individual vs. standard care), dose (high vs. low dose exercise), delivery type (home based exercises vs. supervised exercises), type (specific vs. mixed), administration within a cognitive behavioural approach (yes/no), work context (yes/no), and setting (in- vs. outpatient) in bivariate models. In addition, we assessed the effect of methodological quality (low vs. high). For work disability we included the variables above in meta-regression models and conducted random effects meta-analyses within each subgroup. Differences between small and large trials were assessed using funnel plots.
4. Main results

4.1 Perceived functional ability for work tasks

We investigated the validity of the SFS used for the assessment of PFA for work tasks in patients with NSLBP. This picture-based questionnaire has potential advantages for clinical use in a European rehabilitation setting treating patients with variate literacy levels and different mother tongues.

Descriptives: Patients were all of working age. There were high fear avoidance beliefs and low PFA for work tasks (see Table 2). 48% of the patients came from countries other than Switzerland (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Nationalities

Internal consistency: We found a high internal consistency at entry and discharge shown by a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.98. There was high agreement among the patients that they were unable to handle weights of 50kg as requested in 4 items (mean=4.9, SD 0.3). These four items showed a low correlation with the SFS total score (total item correlation ≤0.32). Alpha would not have been substantially changed if these items had been removed. The remaining 46 items all showed a high correlation with the SFS total score (total item correlation >0.6).

Unidimensionality: Principal component analysis revealed the presence of a mixed structure with 2 components showing a number of strong loadings. The four items asking for handling weights of 50kg loaded on different components than the other 46 items. The 2 component solution explained a total of 63.6% of the variance, with component 1 contributing 46.0% of the variance and component 2 contributing 17.6% of the variance. The ratio from first to second eigenvalue was 6.95, suggesting reasonable evidence for unidimensionality.
Main results

**Concurrent validity:** Complete measurements for the assessment of concurrent validity of the SFS with FAB’s, pain intensity, FCE and physical factors at entry and discharge were available from 156 patients. Correlations were generally higher at discharge than at entry. Correlations between SFS and FCE were high (＞0.6) except for manual handling from waist to crown. Back strength and pain intensity also showed high correlation with the SFS total score at discharge. FAB for work activities showed markedly higher correlation with the SFS score than FAB for physical activities.

**Responsiveness:** At discharge, patients in the function-centred treatment group (n=84) showed a mean increase of 5.9 points (SD 32.5) in perceived functional ability (SRM 0.18), while the patients in the pain-centred treatment group (n=85) showed a mean decrease of 7.4 points (SD 24.4) in perceived functional ability (SRM - 0.31).

**Diagnostic properties:** The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 0.760 (95% CI: 0.689 - 0.822) for work status at 3 month follow-up and 0.787 (95% CI: 0.712 - 0.851) at 12 month follow-up. The difference in the AUC at 3 and 12 month follow-up was not statistically significant.

At the 3 month follow-up, 66 of the patients were at work and 104 were out of work, and 75 and 88 respectively at the 12 month follow-up (see Table 7). 76 patients judged their working capacity as minimal, achieving an SFS score of less than 100. 62 of these patients were not at work at 3 month follow up and 59 were not at 12 month follow-up. The 14 patients who were false positively diagnosed as not returning to work had an SFS score between 31 and 96. None of the patients with an SFS score of ≤ 30 (n=10) returned to work at 3 month follow-up, resulting in a positive predictive value of 100 and a negative predictive value of 41.2 and one patient at 12 month follow-up, resulting in positive predictive value of 90.0 and negative predictive value of 45.3.

**Table 7: Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value of an SFS score < 100 for non return-to-work at 3 and 12 month follow-up**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N-RTW (n)</th>
<th>RTW (n)</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
<th>Sens (%)</th>
<th>Spec (%)</th>
<th>+PV (%)</th>
<th>-PV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 month follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS score &lt; 100</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS score ≥ 100</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 month follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS score &lt; 100</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS score ≥ 100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-RTW: Not returned to work
RTW: Returned to work
Spec: Specificity
Sens: Sensitivity
+PV: Positive predictive value
-PV: Negative predictive value
4.2 Functional Capacity Evaluation

4.2.1 Influences on Functional Capacity Evaluation

The aim of this study was to investigate the influences of “nonorganic-somatic-components”, together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of a FCE in patients with chronic NSLBP undergoing physical fitness for work evaluation.

Descriptives: Mean lifting capacity (16.8, SD10.7) was comparable to earlier published samples of patients with chronic LBP from Switzerland 84 and from Canada 83. Time for forward bend standing (mean 188.7, SD101.5) was comparable to a patient sample with CLBP achieving 141 sec (SD 101.5) 141. Grip strength of the dominant hand (mean 33.3, SD15.3) was within the norm 86 and mean walking distance in six minutes (462.3, SD144.5) was below a reference value of 499 meters (95%CI 480–519m) established from healthy persons over 60 years of age 88. There was a high level of FAB’s for work activities (mean 32.7, SD9.0) and low PFA (mean 96.3, SD50.9).

Multivariate regression analysis: The multivariate models (see Table 8) explained between 42% and 58% of the variance in FCE performance.

Table 8: Final robust regression models (n=126)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FCE tests</th>
<th>Adj. R2</th>
<th>Final model</th>
<th>Unstd. Coeff.</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Std. Coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifting from floor to waist (kg)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.08 , 0.14)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>(1.90 , 7.55)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>(-1.66 , -0.24)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bend standing (sec)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-20.49</td>
<td>(-28.13 , -12.85)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Days off work</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>(-0.04 , -0.02)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>(-0.02 , 0.63)</td>
<td>*0.065</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength dominant hand (kg)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>(12.03 , 19.90)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.07 , 0.15)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>(-2.51 , -0.54)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>(-0.41 , -0.08)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six minute walking distance (m)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-27.13</td>
<td>(-37.16 , -17.11)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salary previous job</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>(0.00 , 0.02)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pain intensity</td>
<td>-11.65</td>
<td>(-21.26 , -2.04)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fear avoidance belief work activities</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>(-4.47 , -0.52)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>(-3.56 , -0.24)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not significant, but a confounder, Unstd. Coeff. = Unstandardised Regression Coefficient is the slope of the regression line. It is the increase in y (the dependent variable) corresponding to a unit increase in x the (independent) variable, 95%CI = 95% Confidence Interval for the unstandardised coefficient. Std. Coeff. = Standardised Coefficients are an attempt to make the regression coefficients more comparable. These were used to list the variables in order of importance, but not for interpretation.
Main results

The 'nonorganic-somatic-signs' were significant independent predictors for all FCE results. PFA was the most important predictor for lifting performance whereby a 10 point increase in SFS score was associated with a 1.1kg weight increase, followed by the 'nonorganic-somatic-signs' accounting for a 1kg decrease, and females lifting 4.7kg less than males. The 'nonorganic-somatic-signs' were the most influential predictors for forward bend standing. A one point increase was associated with a 20.5sec decrease in performance. Days off work and PFA were also retained as significant predictors in the final model. Gender was most influential on grip strength with women having 16kg less mean grip strength than men. A 10 point increase in SFS score was associated with a 1.1kg grip strength increase, and a one point increase in 'nonorganic-somatic-signs' with 1.5kg decrease in grip strength. Younger patients had more grip strength than older patients. The 'nonorganic-somatic-signs' were also the most influential predictor for walking distance whereby a one point increase was associated with a 27m decrease in distance walked. Three further psychosocial factors of similar importance were associated with walking distance. A 10 year increase in age was associated with 19m decrease in walking distance.

4.2.2 Comparison of two methods for interpretation of lifting performance

The aim of this study was to assess whether 'submaximal effort' and 'nonorganic-somatic-components' contribute independently to lifting performance during FCE and to determine their concurrent validity.

Mean lifting capacity from 'floor to waist' was 16.8kg (SD 10.6), from 'waist to crown' 13.2kg (SD 7.0), and 'horizontal' 20.0kg (SD 12.0). Among the patients classified as giving submaximal effort, the change of heart rate during lifting from 'floor to waist', 'waist to crown', and 'horizontal' was 21.2 (SD12.8), 13.5 (SD8.3), resp. 8.5 (SD7.3). This was significantly lower (p<0.001) than the change of heart rate among the patients classified as giving maximal effort 38.2 (SD17.6), 25.9 (SD12.1), 24.9 (SD11.7).

Apart from age during lifting from 'floor to waist', all variables showed significant independent contribution to lifting performance in the final multivariate models explaining between 48% and 64% of the variance. No significant interactions between 'nonorganic-somatic-components' and 'submaximal effort' was found (p= 0.11, 0.16, resp. 0.3).

'Sub maximal effort' had the greatest influence on lifting performance shown by a high change in 'nonorganic-somatic-components' coefficients ranging from 42–58% if added to the model. The change in 'submaximal effort' coefficients ranging from 14–17% was considerably smaller if 'nonorganic-somatic-components' was added to the model. The higher independent contribution of 'submaximal effort' is also shown in the final models by the highest values of the standardised beta coefficients ranging between -0.49 and –0.61.

Patients classified as giving 'submaximal effort' lifted on average 10.4kg less from 'floor to waist', 8.2kg less from 'waist to crown' and 14.9kg less 'horizontal' than patients diagnosed as giving maximal effort. The influence of 'nonorganic-somatic-components' on lifting performance was substantially smaller accounting for 5.9kg less weight lifted from 'floor to waist', 3.2kg less from 'waist to crown' and 5.3kg less 'horizontal'.
Main results

The first assessor classified 33% of the patients as presenting with ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. 53%-63% of these patients were classified by the FCE therapist as making ‘submaximal effort’ during the three manual handling tests. Specificity for classification of maximal effort ranged from 84%-85%.

4.3 Effectiveness of exercise in reducing work disability

The aim of this study was to determine whether exercise is more effective than usual care to reduce work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective.

We retrieved 838 articles in the literature search. Of these, we evaluated 87 articles in detail, of which 64 did not meet the inclusion criteria. Consequently, we included 23 studies in this review. 20 studies were included in the meta-analysis allowing 17 comparisons of exercise interventions with usual care 121,160-171 and 11 comparisons of two different exercise interventions 18,161,162,166,170,172-177. Three studies 178-180 were excluded from meta-analysis as ‘days of sick leave’ were presented as median and interquartile range, thereby preventing pooling. 14 (61%) of the studies were found to be of high quality and 9 (39%) of low quality. The three studies excluded from meta-analysis were all of low quality.

Trials comparing two different exercise interventions with usual care were treated as two trials with the sample size of the usual care group equally divided between the two exercise intervention groups: inpatient rehabilitation and outpatient treatment 161; low and high intensity back school 162; light and extensive multidisciplinary programme 166; conventional physiotherapy and medical exercise therapy 170. One study 168 presented results of two patient groups defined by the previous intervention (UC, usual care; WI, workplace intervention) receiving the same exercise intervention.

Data on work disability varied between the different studies and included self-assessed work ability, days of sick leave, days at work, physician’s judgement of work capability, and days of sickness compensation or numbers of workers returning to full duty work. These were obtained from insurance databases whereby national legal requirements may have influenced the recordings. The data used for pooling were the number of people who returned and did not returned to work at the time of the follow-up, or the total number of sick days within the follow-up period.

4.3.1 Exercise characteristics

35 different exercise interventions were used. Exercise design, dose and setting were reported unclear in 6% of the investigated exercise interventions. 26 (74%) of the exercise interventions were individually designed; 32 (91%) were primarily performed as supervised exercise; 28 (80%) interventions used mixed exercise types, 2 stabilisation, 3 strengthening, 1 mobilisation, and 1 stretching exercise; 27 (77%) were conducted in an outpatient setting; 10 (29%) were work-related; and 14 (40%) of the exercise interventions were administered within a cognitive behavioural approach.
Main results

Unfortunately, none of the studies using home exercise reported adherence rate or information sufficient to estimate home exercise dose. Therefore, the calculation of the exercise dose is based on the number of the supervised treatment sessions and their duration only. Such calculated exercise dose varied widely between the different exercise interventions, ranging between 1.5 and 210 hrs. The median exercise dose was 17 hours. We classified exercise interventions with 17 or more hours of contact time into high dose exercise (n = 18), and those with less than 17 hours of contact time into low-dose exercises (n = 17). A cut-off point of 14 and 20 hours resulted in a less than 10% change in exercise dose classification.

4.3.2 Comparison of exercise interventions and usual care

13 studies allowing 17 comparisons between an exercise intervention and usual care with a total of 3181 patients were available for pooling.

Short-term follow-up: Short-term results were available for pooling from 5 high quality studies (6 comparisons, 1003 patients)\(^{121,160,162,168,169}\), showing no significant effect of exercise in reducing work disability (OR = 0.80, 95% CI 0.51 – 1.25). The addition of one low quality study\(^ {171}\) did not substantially change the overall effect estimate (OR = 0.68, 95% CI 0.42 – 1.10).

Intermediate-term follow-up: 4 high quality studies (5 comparisons, 971 patients)\(^ {121,160,162,168}\) provided results for pooling at the intermediate-term follow-up showing no significant effect of exercise in reducing work disability (OR = 0.78, 95% CI 0.45 – 1.34).

Long-term follow-up: 8 high quality studies (10 comparisons, 1992 patients)\(^ {121,160,164-168,170}\) presented long-term follow-up results showing a statistically significant overall effect in favour of exercise on work disability (OR = 0.66, 95% CI 0.48 – 0.92). There was no evidence for publication bias at long-term follow-up shown by symmetric funnel plots.

4.3.3 Influence of exercise characteristics

The 8 high quality studies with long-term follow-up\(^ {121,160,164-168,170}\) providing data on 1149 patients receiving an exercise intervention and 843 patients receiving usual care were included for this analysis. All comparisons were between different outpatient rehabilitation programs, and all used individually designed exercises. In one comparison stretching exercises were instructed, another used stabilisation exercise, and in the remaining 8 comparisons mixed exercises were used. A second overall analysis, which did not include the patient sample from the trial of Steenstra et al. that had already received a workplace intervention (WI group), showed reduced statistical heterogeneity (\(I^2 = 60.4\%\), \(p = 0.007\)) and increased the effect estimate (OR = 0.59, 95% CI 0.45 – 0.78). The effect of delivery type, exercise dose, work context and behavioural treatment approach was analysed with and without the WI group showing different results, although within the statistical error margin. Pooled effects for the four exercise characteristics hypothesised to influence work disability (delivery type, exercise dose, work context, behavioural treatment approach) became higher for supervised exercise, and a behavioural treatment approach. However, none of the
variables were statistically significant in meta-regression analysis, although there was a trend observed favouring home exercises (p=0.11).

4.3.4 Comparison of different exercise interventions

Of the 13 studies comparing 15 different exercise interventions, 6 were of low quality and 7 were of high quality. 6 high quality studies presented long-term follow-up data and were used for pooling. We defined the exercise intervention with more contact hours as the standard intervention. All standard interventions used individually designed supervised exercises, 5 of them with mixed exercises, and 5 were conducted in an outpatient setting. There was significant statistical heterogeneity in these trials (I-squared = 65.5%, p = 0.013). The overall effect of exercise interventions with more contact hours was not significant (OR = 1.07 95% CI 0.67-1.72). Within the trials comparing exercise interventions with more contact hours to exercise interventions with fewer contact hours, the 3 trials applying exercise within a behavioural treatment approach showed some benefit (OR = 0.75 95% CI 0.47-1.20) compared to the trials without this characteristic (OR = 1.74 95% CI 0.71-4.30). One trial applying work-related exercise in an inpatient setting showed a significant effect on work disability (OR = 0.53 95% CI 0.30-0.93) compared to exercise not specifically designed to restore work-related physical capacity (OR = 1.25 95% CI 0.80-1.97). None of these characteristics showed statistical significance in meta-regression analysis. The funnel plots that were conducted did not reveal evidence of funnel plot asymmetry.
5. Discussion

The overall aim of this thesis was to examine relevant work-related assessments and the effect of exercise to reduce work disability of patients with non-acute NSLBP. In the following, a discussion with respect to methodology and main results will be made.

5.1 Methodological considerations

5.1.1 Prospective cohort study (paper I)

This study investigating the validity of the SFS in a European rehabilitation was embedded within an RCT investigating the effectiveness of a function-centred treatment compared with a pain-centred treatment with 3 and 12 month follow-up for working status. In the design of this RCT particular emphasis was given to obtain a representative patient sample referred for inpatient rehabilitation by not excluding patients with mother tongues other than those nationally spoken. All questionnaires in this study therefore had to be either available in all required languages or be independent of language. The FABQ was therefore translated into German, Italian, Serbo-Croatian, Albanian, Turkish, French, Spanish and Portuguese. This may have introduced measurement bias as not all of these translated versions of the FABQ were cross-culturally adapted. In view of the expected higher correlation of the picture based SFS score with the FABQ work score than with FABQ activity score we felt the patients had understood the questions and we, consequently, interpreted the findings as valid.

Another essential issue of this study is the measurement of the number of days at work. As no national database exists to obtain such information we had to resort to questionnaires sent to both the primary physicians and the employers, who were blinded to the treatment group. This approach may have introduced more random measurement error but also allowed the assessment of the initial days of each period of sick leave. Databases used in other studies did not cover the first 7 or 16 days of each work absence.

5.1.2 Cross-sectional study (papers II and III)

We thoroughly considered whether the questions posed in papers II and III could be investigated in one paper. However, substantial methodological differences among the FCE tests inhibited such a combined analysis. A full Isernhagen FCE consists of 28 tests. These can be categorised into manual handling capacity tests, work postures, hand capacity and ambulation. The aim of paper II was to investigate the influences of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’, together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of a FCE. We used one representative test of each FCE test category (‘floor to waist lifting’, ‘forward bend standing’, ‘grip strength’ and ‘six minute walking distance’). Paper III aimed to assess the contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal effort’ specifically for lifting performance and to determine the concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal effort’ during FCE. Maximal effort in lifting tests is determined by observational criteria. For work postures and ambulation, other observational criteria are used to diagnose sincerity of effort. To determine sincerity of effort during hand capacity
tests an interpretation of the grip curve in five different handle positions is performed \(^{182}\). We therefore had to resort to two separate analyses.

A weakness of the cross-sectional study is that it was conducted in a single country with a highly established social insurance system reducing its external validity. One might also criticise that 52% of the patient population’s previous jobs had been heavy or very heavy and this was not accounted for in the analysis as a possible physical risk factor for long term disability. Instead, we used salary in the previous job as an explanatory variable. Both are mutually associated but salary in the previous job is also associated with other known physical risk factors such as repetitive assembly work or monotonous static work, and is an important compensation issue in Switzerland as it serves for final disability determination. However, we do admit that the inclusion of further physical work factors might explain a higher amount of variation in FCE performance.

It might be further argued that the assessment of the dependent variable ‘grip strength’ by the first assessor is a weakness of paper II. The intention was to blind the FCE therapist towards the frequently used grip curve assessment as a proxy for ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within grip curve assessment. To prevent prejudice in the first assessor, he assessed the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ before assessing grip strength. We therefore feel that the assessment of one independent variable by the first assessor is justified and does not diminish the validity of the study’s findings.

A weakness of paper III is that the FCE assessors were potentially influenced in their determination of effort by the observed low performance, thus explaining the high contribution of ‘submaximal effort’ to the FCE result. The possibility that the observational criteria were not consequently applied cannot be ruled out. However, we assessed as an external objective measure of effort the change of heart rate during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’. In all three lifting tests, we found significantly lower changes in heart rate among the patients classified as giving submaximal effort than among the patients giving maximal effort. Heart rate was an observational criterion. Therefore, these findings can be interpreted as an indication that the FCE assessors did adhere to the observational criteria. The addition of further external measures such as a control group as used in other studies investigating the validity of effort level determination during FCE \(^{106-108}\) was beyond the scope of this cross-sectional study.

Major strengths of the cross-sectional study are the multi-centre setting involving a large number of assessors, the inclusion of patients of several nationalities, which raises the external validity of the study’s findings, and the blinding of the two assessors against each other’s results.

5.1.3 Systematic review (paper IV)

A weakness of the meta-analysis is the high proportion of total unexplained variance that could be attributed to study heterogeneity. We thoroughly considered this weakness but concluded that patients, social support and outcomes showed satisfactory homogeneity. All but one of the studies were performed in Europe, in countries with comparable social system.
All patients were diagnosed with non-acute NSLBP, were of working age and available for the job market. Despite the wide variety of used work disability outcomes, this meta-analysis is based on the pooled results of just two different outcome measures. We performed a stratified analysis in three studies providing both outcome measures and found no relevant differences in odds ratios, both in favour of exercise. Furthermore, using mean values and standard deviations for further statistical analysis in data with a skewed distribution is usually regarded as inappropriate. Data regarding sick days have a skewed distribution, but this was similar in both groups in treatment comparisons which reduces the risk of systematic bias. To address the problem of statistical heterogeneity, we performed a random effects meta-analysis. There remains the possible error of substantial variation in standard deviations across studies leading to an over- or underestimation of the odds ratios.

Our study has several strengths. The search strategy was based on the recommendations of the Cochrane Back Review Group. We planned the analysis a priori based on the findings of previous meta-analyses and assessed study quality based on key components of methodological quality (concealed allocation, blinded assessor, intention to treat analysis) as recommended by Juni et al. Studies affected by biases have previously been shown to exaggerate treatment effects. We, therefore, excluded low quality studies from meta-regression analysis to avoid a possible overestimation of the effect of different exercise characteristics.

5.2 Assessment of patients with low back pain

5.2.1 Assessing patients’ perceptions with a picture-based questionnaire

This is, to our knowledge, the first study assessing the validity of a picture-based questionnaire assessing perceived ability for work tasks in a European rehabilitation setting. The majority of the patients were accustomed to heavy work, came from 10 different nations, were poorly educated, and had insufficient knowledge of the Swiss national languages. We consider this pan-European patient sample as a major strength of this study. We found a high internal consistency, acceptable unidimensionality and concurrent validity, as well as a good diagnostic accuracy for future work status. Furthermore, correlations of the SFS score with the FABQ work score were higher than with FABQ activity score and the SFS was able to capture the expected changes in the two different treatment approaches. These findings add further validity to this questionnaire specifically assessing PFA to perform work tasks. Based on these findings we can recommend the SFS for clinical use in a European rehabilitation setting treating patients with different mother tongues and variate literacy level.

5.2.2 Association of perceived functional ability for work tasks with RTW and FCE

The high follow-up rate of work status at 3 and 12 months allowed a thorough evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy of the SFS for future work status. We found discriminating power of an SFS score of less than 100 indicating a minimal perceived working capacity. This cut-off
score of <100 showed a high positive predictive value of 81.6% for non RTW and specificity of 78.8% at three month follow-up, resp. 79.7% and 80% at 12 month follow-up. In view of the high specificity and the high prevalence of patients with non-acute NSLBP not returning to work, and both factors being determinants of the positive predictive value, we can recommend using an SFS score <100 for screening purposes in clinical practice identifying patients with high probability of not returning to work. We also found in paper II significant associations of PFA with lifting performance, forward bend standing and grip strength. These findings, together with the high association of the SFS with the FABQ for work activities, can be interpreted as an indication for the construct validity of the SFS as a questionnaire assessing PFA for work tasks.

The knowledge of low PFA for work tasks allows choice of appropriate rehabilitation interventions. Previous research has shown that rehabilitation programs focusing on pain relief diminish PFA for work tasks while a function-centred treatment approach improved it. The SFS was able to capture these changes in PFA in the two treatment groups shown by a positive SRM for a higher perceived functional ability in the function-centred treatment group and a negative SRM for the pain-centred treatment group. Such an assessment approach is in line with the recommended screening for psychosocial yellow flags which need to be addressed so that the risk of developing long-term disability and work loss can be reduced.

5.2.3 Influences of physical and non-physical factors on Functional Capacity Evaluation

This study confirms previous findings showing that FCE test results are influenced by physical as well as by non-physical factors. PFA for work tasks was the most important predictor for lifting performance and also contributed significantly to grip strength and forward bend standing. A new finding of this study is the consistent independent prediction of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ for FCE performance in all tests. Their influence was most significant on forward bend standing and walking distance, and less significant on grip strength and lifting performance. The physical factors of age and/or gender were strongly associated with grip strength and lifting, less with walking distance and not at all with forward bend standing. As hypothesised, the inclusion of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ has led to substantially higher amounts of explainable variation in lifting performance (54%) than were found in a previous model consisting of perceived disability due to pain, age, and gender explaining 20%, 6%, respectively and 5% of lifting performance.

A striking finding of this study is the influence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ on tests without any specific load on the spine, as observed in grip strength. Without this additional information on the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ physical disability relating to grip strength would have been interpreted. The same applies to the lower mean walking distance observed compared to a considerably older population of healthy adults, suggesting disability in walking arising from LBP. However, ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ had the most significant and clinical meaningful influence, with a one point
increase in ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ accounting for a 27m decrease in walking distance. We therefore hypothesise that FCE influenced by ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ should not be interpreted solely as a reflection of the remaining physical function of patients with back pain but indeed as behavioural tests influenced by non-physical factors.

This statement must not be misunderstood as a call to use the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ as a screening tool for malingering. In accordance with previous authors, we interpret such behaviour as a form of communication between patient and examiner influenced by expectations and possibly arising from pain, fear of injury or neuromuscular inhibition. Some of these patients may require a more careful examination and management of the psychosocial and behavioural aspects of their illness.

The question arises as to what cut-off point in the number of ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ should be used to declare an FCE as not being representative of physical abilities. The recommendation of Waddell et al. to interpret three or more positive categories as indicators of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical assessment requires at least three positive ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ out of the total eight signs (see Table 4). This leads to clinically meaningful changes in three out of the four test results: i.e. 61.6sec decrease in forward bend standing, 4.5kg decrease in grip strength, and 81m decrease in walking distance. We therefore feel encouraged to use the proposed cut-off point as defined by Waddell et al.

### 5.2.4 Interpretation of lifting performance during FCE

We have been able to demonstrate that ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘observational criteria’ for physical effort contribute independently to lifting performance without significant interactions in patients with chronic NSLBP undergoing FCE to determine fitness-for-work. The contribution of ‘submaximal effort’ to lifting performance was higher than that of ‘nonorganic somatic components’. This was shown by markedly higher changes in coefficients if ‘submaximal effort’ was added to the model compared to the lower changes if ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ was added, as well as by higher standardised beta values of -0.49 to −0.61 in the final models compared with −0.21 to −0.26. Concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal effort’ was low as shown by the low sensitivity. Thus, the two measures appear to reflect different aspects of physical performance during FCE of lifting and should therefore not be interchangeably used.

Despite the results suggesting that the two measures appear to reflect different aspects of physical performance during FCE, the overlap between them should not be dismissed. 53%-63% of the patients classified as presenting ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ were also diagnosed as giving submaximal effort. This overlap might be an explanation for the association found in previous study of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with decreased functional performance. We can only hypothesise on possible explanations for this overlap. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ should be viewed as a behavioural response to examination which could be driven by fear of further injury. It is theoretically plausible that fear of injury might is also be an underlying cause for submaximal performance during FCE.
Discussion

Since both measurements were taken on the same day during fitness-for-work evaluation, another possible explanation is that personal expectations arising from this evaluation may have led to overt illness behaviour. Overreaction, such as disproportionate verbalisation, facial expressions, muscle tension and tremors is one criterion for ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ \(^{94}\). Overreaction can also be observed in FCE during handling of light weights. Such behaviour hinders the occurrence of body reactions indicative of maximal physical efforts and will consequently lead to a ‘submaximal effort’ classification.

A major point that can be taken from this study is that ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing should not be used to assess ‘physical effort’. This is illustrated by the low concurrent validity and the markedly lower contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ to FCE performance. Without the direct observation of the effort level during the lifting tests, the estimated influence of submaximal effort based on ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing would have been substantially smaller and may have lead to incorrect classification of disability and, consequently, inadequate decisions regarding vocational rehabilitation and physical fitness for work. Based on the study’s results and on the different constructs that were to be measured using these two methods, we do not recommend the use of ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing for effort evaluation. The use of the previously described observational criteria for this purpose seems appropriate.

5.3 The Effect of exercise on work disability

This meta-analysis provides continuous support for the use of exercise interventions to achieve long-term benefits on work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP. The odds ratio of 0.66 suggests that the odds for ‘improvement’ in work disability are in the long-term 34% lower if only usual care (rather than exercise) is given. No significant effect was observed in short- and intermediate-term follow-ups. Meta-regression showed no significant differences between different exercise types. Interestingly, home exercises seem to be at least as effective as supervised programs. As the meta-regression is only explorative, no conclusions can be drawn regarding exercise types.

5.3.1 Effectiveness at different times of follow-up

Exercise interventions did not show a significant effect on work disability at short- and intermediate-term follow-up. However, these findings are not conclusive. The mean odds ratios for short- and intermediate-term results were both below unity but with wide confidence intervals. Therefore, a significant effect might remain undetected based on ineffectiveness, heterogeneity or limited power of the pooled studies. Possible explanations for a lack of effect at short- and intermediate-term follow-up are the time required to improve physical capacity, to modify pain behaviour, or to search for work. Furthermore, the process of care has a substantial effect on work disability as shown in a recent study comparing a graded activity program with usual care \(^{168}\). The interaction between a prior workplace intervention and graded activity, together with a delay in the start of the graded activity intervention, explained most of the delay in RTW \(^{168}\). This study introduced relevant clinical heterogeneity
in this meta-analysis. All of the other trials investigated the primary treatments for this occurrence of back pain while half of the patients in the trial from Steenstra et al. 168 had already received a workplace intervention (WI group), which has been shown to be effective on RTW 184. Herbert & Bo 185 propose that study quality can also be assessed on how interventions are administered. There were clearly problems in the implementation of the graded activity program in the trial by Steenstra et al. 168 leading to a potentially false conclusion if the whole patient sample had been included in this meta-analysis. In view of these considerations we feel it legitimate to interpret the findings without the results of the WI group.

The author’s recommendation of paying special attention to the structure and process of care in implementing graded activity 168 does have clinical relevance when conducting medical interventions aiming for early RTW. An open and fast access to such interventions prevents unnecessary waiting time before an RTW can be attempted. This might also be a possible explanation for why individually designed home exercises seem to be more effective than supervised exercise interventions in reducing work disability. Home exercise may facilitate RTW as the patients are able to continue their daily routine without spending extra time on medical intervention.

5.3.2 Exercise dose and effectiveness

Interestingly, this meta-analysis did not show a greater effect of higher dose exercise interventions (≥ 17 contact hours) compared to lower dose exercise interventions on work disability (< 17 contact hours). This finding is contrary to exercise physiology postulating a dose and effect relation 186, as well as to previous findings that only intensive (> 100 hours of therapy) multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation with functional restoration improves function in patients with chronic LBP, whereby inconclusive results were found on vocational outcomes 116. The only study included in the systematic review by Guzman et al. 116 supporting the use of functional restoration to reduce work disability 179 is not included in the performed meta-regression because only high quality studies were used. Moreover, in the meantime new studies with low contact hours administering home exercise have been published showing a positive effect on work disability. This might be an explanation for the different findings. However, a cautionary comment must be made on the missing effect of exercise dose found in this review. As in other systematic reviews, incomplete reporting in the primary studies presents important limitations and prevented the calculation of the exercise dose in home exercise programs. It must be assumed that the actual exercise dose in home exercise interventions was higher than the one calculated.

5.3.3 Behavioural treatment components

We have not been able to confirm the positive effects of exercises performed within a behavioural treatment approach on work disability postulated in previous reviews 119,123,128. In the comparison of exercises with usual care we found stronger treatment effects for such exercises. However, this was not statistically significant in the meta-regression. The missing confirmation might be due to the differing study inclusion criteria and the analysis performed.
All previous reviews based their conclusion on a qualitative assessment, at least partly based on the evidence found by Lindström et al. 121, Hayden et al. 123 also included the results of Staal et al. 167, while Schonstein et al. 2003 128 included the results of three more studies which were excluded from this analysis due to the risk of bias or missing inclusion criteria. In addition to the studies of Staal et al. and Lindström et al. 121,167 we included the findings of six more studies 160,162,164,166,168,169 that contained nine treatment comparisons with a total of 1316 patients providing sufficient power for the meta-regression. However, it must be emphasised that the presented meta-regression analysis is only explorative and does not allow any conclusions.

The comparison of different exercise interventions also did not reveal a significant effect of a behavioural treatment approach. There might be a superior effect if exercises are performed within a behavioural treatment approach and are specifically designed to restore work-related capacity as shown by the study of Kool et al. 19. This is also in line with Schonstein et al. 117, who hypothesise a positive effect of such a combination.
6. Conclusions and clinical implications

- Perceived functional ability for work-related tasks can validly be assessed with the SFS in a European rehabilitation setting, and is predictive for future work status.
  - The SFS can be used in daily practice in patients with different mother tongues and literacy level.
  - The SFS may be used to identify patients at risk of not returning to work and consequently guide rehabilitation interventions.

- For a comprehensive FCE of patients with non-acute NSLBP referred for fitness for work evaluation, an assessment of the patient’s perceived functional ability for work tasks as well as the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ should be considered.
  - Information about the patient’s perceived functional ability for work tasks and the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ would allow an interpretation of the validity of FCE results as a measure of physical fitness for work within the four FCE categories.
  - ‘Nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing should not be used to assess ‘physical effort’. The use of the described observational criteria for this purpose seems appropriate.

- Exercise interventions have a significant effect on work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP in the long term. No conclusions can be drawn regarding exercise types.
  - The structure and process of care when implementing exercise interventions aiming for early return-to-work should be taken into account. An open and fast access to exercise interventions might prevent unnecessary waiting time, thereby facilitating an early return to work.
7. Further research

Spinal Function Sort: Principal component analysis has shown reasonable evidence for unidimensionality of the SFS. However, 4 items asking for manual handling capacity of 50kg had higher loading for another dimension. These 4 questions showed also low corrected total item correlation in the assessment of internal consistency. We, therefore, recommend further research using RASCH analysis to investigate unidimensionality and consequently reduce questionnaire items.

Functional Capacity Evaluation: Despite promising results for the validity of the observational criteria applied during FCE\textsuperscript{107} and the results found in this study, further research on ‘physical effort evaluation’ is needed. Serious medico-legal consequences might result for a patient if he is labelled as exerting ‘submaximal effort’ during a physical fitness-for-work evaluation.

Exercise interventions: Previous papers\textsuperscript{117} as well as isolated findings within this systematic review\textsuperscript{19} suggest a superior effect of exercises if these are performed within a behavioural treatment approach and are specifically designed to restore work-related capacity. We recommend further evaluation of the combined effects of individually designed home exercises applied within a behavioural treatment approach aiming to specifically restore work-related physical capacity and that special attention given to a fast and open access to such treatment.
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\textbf{Abstract}

\textbf{Study Design:} Analytical cross-sectional study

\textbf{Objective:} To assess the association of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ together with physical and other psychosocial factors on Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) in patients with chronic non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) undergoing fitness-for-work evaluation.

\textbf{Summary of Background Data:} FCE is increasingly used for physical fitness-for-work evaluation in patients with chronic NSLBP, but results seem to be influenced by physical as well as psychosocial factors. The influence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ together with physical and other psychosocial factors on FCE performance has not yet been investigated.

\textbf{Methods:} 126 patients with chronic NSLBP referred for physical fitness-for-work evaluation were included. The four FCE tests were lifting from floor to waist, forward bend standing, grip strength, and six minute walking. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ were assessed with the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ as defined by Waddell, and were adjusted for age, gender, days off work, salary in the previous occupation, pain intensity, fear avoidance belief, and perceived functional ability in multivariate regression analyses.

\textbf{Results:} Between 42\% and 58\% of the variation in the FCE tests was explained in the final multivariate regression models. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ were consistent independent predictors for all tests. Their influence was most important on forward bend standing and walking distance, and less on grip strength and lifting performance. The physical factors of age and/or gender were strongly associated with grip strength and lifting, less with walking distance and not at all with forward bend standing. The influence of at least one other psychosocial factor was observed in all FCE tests, having the highest proportion in the six minute walking test.

\textbf{Conclusions:} ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ seem to be consistent independent predictors in FCE testing and should be considered for interpretation of test results.

\textbf{Sources of support:} The study was funded by the Verein IG Ergonomie SAR (Switzerland)
Introduction

Low back pain (LBP) continues to be a major health problem in Western countries, causing an increase in rehabilitation allowances, sickness absence and disability pensions. A decision on a patient’s fitness-for-work is mostly based upon a medical evaluation and the resulting medical diagnosis. However, there are now reforms in progress in many countries to move away from an ‘essentialist’ diagnostic approach. Fitness-for-work certificates based on diagnosis are criticised on the grounds that few objective physical or biomechanical measures are associated with return-to-work and a person’s potential work ability is not explored. Due to these shortcomings of the diagnosis-based physical fitness-for-work evaluations, the so-called Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) has been developed. This standardized battery of clinical tests intends to measure a patient’s safe physical ability to carry out work-related activities.

There is increasing evidence that not only physical but also psychosocial factors influence FCE results. Performance during FCE is associated with pain intensity, perceived disability, and functional self-efficacy. A previous study investigating factors influencing results of FCE in Workers’ Compensation Claimants with LBP found that FCE reflects physical capacity to some degree but also found influences of perceived disability and pain intensity. It is therefore proposed that FCE should be considered as behavioral tests influenced by multiple factors, including physical ability and psychosocial factors. However, the authors state that there must have been some important determinants of physical performance that were not measured as they were unable to explain large amounts of the variation in FCE performance.

A possible confounding factor related to FCE performance might have been the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical examination. Waddell et al. described eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ (see Table 1) that are distinguishable from the standard clinical signs of physical pathology in patients with low back pain. By helping to separate the physical from the nonorganic, they clarify the assessment of purely physical pathologic conditions.

The identification of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical examination has a long standing history in medical examination but is debated. A major criticism is that such findings are frequently interpreted as evidence of malingering. In a later published reappraisal of the interpretation of their ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’, the authors emphasise that these should not be used as evidence of simulation for the purpose of financial gain, but should be viewed as a form of communication between patient and examiner. Such a behavioral response to examination is influenced by expectations and must be understood in the context of the patient's history. It has been shown that ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ correlate with illness behavior and distress, as well as with increased disability and a poorer rate of return to work.

To our knowledge, the influences of ‘nonorganic somatic components’, together with physical and other psychosocial factors, on the results of an FCE have not yet been investigated and this,
therefore, is the purpose of this study. We hypothesise that lower FCE performance in patients with chronic non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) is associated with physical factors such as sex and age, as well as with higher levels of perceived disability and symptom reporting. However, we also theorize that the inclusion of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ as an explanatory variable will substantially increase the explained variation in FCE performance.

Table 1: The eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test categories</th>
<th>‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenderness</td>
<td>1. Superficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The skin is tender to light pinch over a wide lumbar area. A localised band in a posterior primary ramus distribution may be caused by nerve irritation and should be discounted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Deep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tenderness is felt over a wide area. It is not localised to one structure, and often extends to the thoracic spine, sacrum, or pelvis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Tests</td>
<td>3. Axial Loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-back pain is reported on vertical loading over the standing subject’s skull by the examiner’s hands. Neck pain is common and should be discounted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back pain is reported when shoulders and pelvis are passively rotated in the same plane as the subject stands relaxed with the feet together. In the presence of root irritation, leg pain may be produced and should be discounted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distraction Test</td>
<td>5. Straight Leg Raising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straight leg raising is the most useful distraction test. The subject whose back pain has a nonorganic component shows marked improvement in straight leg raising on distraction as compared with formal testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional disturbances</td>
<td>6. Sensory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensory disturbances include diminished sensation to light touch, pinprick, and sometimes other modalities fitting a “stocking” rather than a dermatomal pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weakness is demonstrated on formal testing by a partial cogwheel “giving way” of many muscle groups that cannot be explained on a localised neurological basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overreaction</td>
<td>8. Overreaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overreaction during examination may take the form of disproportionate verbalisation, facial expressions, muscle tension and tremor, collapsing, or sweating. Judgements should, however, be made with caution, minimising the examiner’s own emotional reaction; there are considerable cultural variations, and it is very easy to introduce observer bias or to provoke this type of response unconsciously.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A category is positive if at least one ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ in that category is positive. Three positive categories are required indicating that a patient with LBP does not have a straightforward physical problem.

**Materials and Methods**

A cross-sectional study was performed in three rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland. Evaluations were performed by two independent assessors. The first assessor administered the questionnaires and assessed ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ and ‘grip strength’. The second assessor tested lifting, forward bend standing and walking. All second assessors were trained FCE therapists. In addition, a FCE instructor discussed eight FCE video sequences with the
FCE therapists regarding test performance and trained the first assessors to assess the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ (see Table 1).

Patients with chronic NSLBP as their primary complaint, aged 20 to 60 years, referred for fitness-for-work evaluation, and with sufficient understanding of German, French or Italian to follow the instructions during FCE were included. Patients with specific LBP due to nerve root compression, vertebral fracture, tumor, infection, inflammatory diseases, spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis and definite instability or with relevant comorbidity such as cardio-respiratory, psychiatric or other musculoskeletal problems affecting work ability were excluded.

Dependent variables
An FCE as described by Isernhagen employs 28 tests administered over two days. While an early review found only limited scientific evidence for the reliability and validity of FCE there is now an increasing body of knowledge on the clinimetric properties of the Isernhagen FCE providing the most comprehensive coverage of all aspects of reliability and validity among FCE methods. The 28 tests can be categorized in manual handling capacity tests, work postures, hand capacity and ambulation. For the purpose of this study, one test from each category was employed. We included ‘manual handling from floor to waist’, thereby allowing a comparison with previous research investigating the influence of non-physical factors on lifting performance. In addition, we wanted to investigate whether representative tests from the other FCE categories were also influenced by ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and chose the ones with reported reliability.

Lifting from floor to waist
Patients were instructed to perform five lifts, in which they would move as much weight as safely possible from a shelf at waist height to the floor, and then place the weight back on the shelf. The test began with a light weight which was increased. Five lifts were repeated with each weight until the maximum safe weight was reached, or the patient stopped lifting. The maximum weight that was lifted five times was recorded. Lifting capacity assessment from floor to waist has been shown to be reliable and predictive for return to work.

Forward bend standing
Patients were instructed to maintain a 30 degree forward bending trunk position for 5 minutes without straightening the hips or back while performing a hand activity. Test performance in seconds was measured by the observer with a stopwatch. The test showed acceptable test-retest reliability in patients with chronic low back pain.

Grip strength measured in kg
Grip strength measurements in kilogram were taken with a handheld G200 Dynamometer (Biometrics Ltd, Tampa, FL, version 8 software), according to a standardized and reliable protocol. Patients were instructed to squeeze the Dynamometer as hard as possible for three tests in alternating order with the right and left hand in 5 different handle positions. The mean grip-strength measurements of each handle position were calculated and the maximum grip strength was recorded.
Six minute walking test

The six minute walking test was performed according to the recommendations of the American Thorax Society. Participants were instructed that the objective was to walk as far as possible for six minutes, without running or jogging, by walking back and forth along a distance of 30 meters marked by traffic cones. The test performance was measured by the observer in meters walked. Reliability of the six minute walking test has been proven high in various patient groups.

Independent variables

Physical factors

A subject’s age and sex were shown to be performance predictors in lifting from floor to waist, grip strength and forward bend standing as well as for six minute walking distance.

Psychosocial factors

Psychosocial yellow flags are known risk factors for long-term disability and work loss associated with low back pain. We screened for the following psychosocial yellow flags:

Nonorganic-somatic-components

The ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ were assessed with the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ (see Table 1). These are grouped into five categories. A category is positive if at least one ‘nonorganic-somatic-sign’ in that category is positive. Three categories are required to be positive to indicate that a patient with LBP does not have a straightforward physical problem. To optimize the homogeneity and reliability of the score for the purpose of this study, we summed up the individual signs according to Apeldoorn et al. (score 0 – 8) instead of using the dichotomized score. This approach would also allow within linear regression analysis to estimate the increase in the dependent variables corresponding to a one or more point increase in ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs.

Compensation issues

Economic aspects have an impact on return to work. Low previous salary was assumed as having a negative influence on FCE performance. We collected information about patients’ salaries in their previous job and days off work from the clinical database.

Pain intensity

Pain intensity was measured with a numeric rating scale (0 - 10) at the moment of assessment.

Fear avoidance beliefs (FABs)

High FABs are negative predictors for return to work. The FAB questionnaire provides a score for fear of physical activity ranging from 0 – 24 and one for work activities ranging from 0 – 42. We chose the FABQ score for work activities as an independent variable because of the work-related functional testing.
Perceived functional ability

The Spinal Function Sort (SFS) was used to capture perceived functional ability for work tasks. This questionnaire was developed in the United States \(^{46}\) and consists of 50 graphically depicted tasks with simple descriptions. Its validity in a European rehabilitation setting has been shown \(^{47}\).

Power calculation

Based on the results found by Gross et al. \(^{12}\) we assumed \(R^2\) to be at least 0.15 giving an effect size of 0.18. With alpha defined as 0.05 and beta as 0.9 and 8 independent variables we calculated a minimal sample size of 114 subjects needed for multiple regression analysis.

Data analyses

Our main goal was to assess the association of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with lifting from floor to waist, forward bend standing, grip strength and six minute walking distance in a regression analysis. We chose to correct for age, gender, days off work, salary in the previous job, pain intensity, fear avoidance belief for work, and perceived functional ability in our analysis. Model building started with bivariate models for each dependent variable. We planned to retain all independent variables with \(p<0.2\) in the first multivariate model and then remove the variables with the highest \(p\)-values. If a slope coefficient for a variable changed by more than 30% when removed, it was retained in the analysis as a confounder. The final model included the confounders plus the variables with \(p\leq0.05\). An examination of the models revealed violations of the normality as well as homoscedasticity assumptions. Consequently, we resorted to Robust regression analysis \(^{48}\). The analysis is an iterative procedure that seeks to identify the outliers and down-weights their influence on the regression coefficient estimates. This analysis was performed using Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS, version 07.1.19, Kaysville, Utah). All other analyses were performed with Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Version 18). Data analysis was performed by an independent statistician (PMo) who was not involved in conducting the study and data collection.

Ethical approval

Was obtained from the three regional ethics committees (EKSG 08/029/2B; SPUK N°. 784, EKAG 08/058) where the rehabilitation clinics are located.

Results

678 FCEs were performed in the three rehabilitation clinics from March 2009 to August 2010. Treating physicians identified 203 subjects with LBP of whom 26 suffered from specific LBP, and 16 from relevant comorbidity affecting work ability. 5 were excluded due to language problems, 11 subjects did not give informed consent, 2 were older than 60 and 13 were missed for inclusion, leaving 130 subjects with chronic NSLBP of which full data was available in 126 cases. 11 physiotherapists with a mean professional experience of 12.1 years (SD 6.9) acted as first assessors. 17 physiotherapists performed FCE. These had extensive experience in FCE testing, having performed on average 36.5 FCEs (SD 10.0) in the two years prior to this study.
Mean time off work was over two years. 52% of the included patients had performed heavy or very heavy work in their previous job. Mean lifting capacity was comparable to earlier published samples of patients with chronic low back pain from Switzerland and from Canada. Time for forward bend standing was comparable to a patient sample with chronic LBP achieving 141 sec (SD 101.5). Grip strength was within the norm and mean walking distance in six minutes was below a reference value of 499 meters (95%CI 480–519m) established from healthy persons over 60 years of age. There was a high level of fear avoidance beliefs and low perceived functional ability (see Table 2).

Table 2: Subjects characteristics (n=126)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>n, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male/female</td>
<td>94/32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>44.1 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous salary per month (CHF)</td>
<td>4481.9 (2209.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days off work</td>
<td>670.1 (1031.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance belief work activities (FABQ 0-42)</td>
<td>32.7 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived functional ability (SFS 0-200)</td>
<td>96.3 (50.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity (NRS 0 – 10)</td>
<td>5.1 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-signs’ (1-8)</td>
<td>2.3 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor to waist lift (kg)</td>
<td>16.8 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bend standing (sec)</td>
<td>188.7 (101.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six minute walking test (meter)</td>
<td>462.3 (144.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength dominant hand (kg)</td>
<td>33.3 (15.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHF indicates Swiss francs; FABQ, Fear avoidance belief questionnaire; SFS, Spinal Function Sort; NRS, Numeric rating scale

In the bivariate regression analysis, p was below 0.2 in all variables. All variables were entered in the first multivariate models explaining between 37% and 61% of the variance in FCE performance (see Table 3). Further reduction of variables with high p-values led to four significant models explaining between 42% and 58% of the variance (see Table 4). The ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were significant independent predictors for all FCE results.

Self-perceived functional ability was the most important predictor for lifting performance whereby a 10 point increase in SFS score was associated with a 1.1kg weight increase, followed by the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ accounting for a 1kg decrease, and female lifting 4.7kg less than male. The ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were the most influential predictors for forward bend standing. A one point increase was associated with a 20.5sec decrease in performance. Days off work and perceived functional ability were also retained as significant predictors in the final model. Gender was most influential for grip strength with women having 16kg less mean grip strength than men.
Table 3: The first multivariate model containing all independent variables (n=126)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusted R2</th>
<th>Lifting from floor to waist (kg)</th>
<th>Forward bend standing (sec)</th>
<th>Grip strength (kg)</th>
<th>Six minute walking distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Nonorganic-somatic-components'</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-17.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-12.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days off work</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary previous job</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAB’s work activities</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unst. Coef indicates unstandardized coefficients

A 10 point increase in SFS score was associated with a 1.1kg grip strength increase, and a one point increase in ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ with 1.5kg decrease in grip strength. Younger patients had more grip strength than older patients. The ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were also the most influential predictor for walking distance whereby a one point increase was associated with a 27m decrease in distance walked. Three further psychosocial factors of similar importance were associated with walking distance. A 10 year increase in age was associated with 19m decrease in walking distance.

Table 4: Final robust regression models (n=126)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FCE tests</th>
<th>Adj. R2</th>
<th>Final model</th>
<th>Unst. Coef</th>
<th>95% CI for the unst. Coefficient</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Std. Coef.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifting from floor to waist (kg)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.08 , 0.14)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>(1.90 , 7.55)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>(-1.66 , -0.24)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bend standing (sec)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-20.49</td>
<td>(-28.13 , -12.85)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days off work</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>(-0.04 , -0.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>(-0.02 , 0.63)</td>
<td>*0.065</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength dominant hand (kg)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>(12.03 , 19.90)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived functional ability</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.07 , 0.15)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>(-2.51 , -0.54)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>(-0.41 , -0.08)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six minute walking distance (m)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-27.13</td>
<td>(-37.16 , -17.11)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary previous job</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>(0.00 , 0.02)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity</td>
<td>-11.65</td>
<td>(-21.26 , -2.04)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance belief work activities</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>(-4.47 , -0.52)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>(-3.56 , -0.24)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not significant, but a confounder

Unstandardized Regression Coefficient is the slope of the regression line. It is the increase in y (the dependent variable) corresponding to a unit increase in x the (independent) variable. Std. Coeff, Standardized Coefficients are an attempt to make the regression coefficients more comparable. These were used to list the variables in order of importance, but not for interpretation.
Discussion

This study confirms previous findings showing that FCE test results are influenced by physical as well as by non-physical factors. A new finding of this study is the consistent independent prediction of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ for FCE performance in all tests. Their influence was most significant on forward bend standing and walking distance, and less significant on grip strength and lifting performance. The physical factors age and/or gender were strongly associated with grip strength and lifting, less with walking distance and not at all with forward bend standing. As hypothesized, the inclusion of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ has led to substantially higher amounts of explained variation in lifting performance (54%) than were found in a previous model consisting of perceived disability due to pain, age, and gender explaining 20%, 6%, respectively.

A striking finding of this study is the influence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ on tests without any specific load on the spine, as observed in grip strength. Without this additional information on the presence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ physical disability relating to grip strength would have been interpreted. The same applies to the lower mean walking distance observed compared to a considerably older population of healthy adults, suggesting disability in walking arising from low back pain. However, ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ had the most significant and clinical meaningful influence, with a one point increase in ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ accounting for a 27m decrease in walking distance. We therefore hypothesize that FCE influenced from ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ should not solely be interpreted as a reflection of the remaining physical function of patients with back pain but indeed as behavioral tests influenced by non-physical factors. This statement must not be misunderstood as a call to use the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ as a screening tool for malingering. In accordance with previous authors, we interpret such behavior as a form of communication between patient and examiner influenced by expectations and possibly arising from pain, fear of injury or neuromuscular inhibition. Some of these patients may require a more careful examination and management of the psychosocial and behavioral aspects of their illness.

The question arises as to what cut-off point in the number of ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ should be used to declare an FCE as not being representative of physical abilities. The recommendation of Waddell et al. to interpret three or more positive categories as indicators of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within the physical assessment requires at least three positive ‘nonorganic somatic signs’ out of the total eight signs (see Table 1). This leads to clinically meaningful changes in three out of the four test results: i.e. 61.6sec decrease in forward bend standing, 4.5kg decrease in grip strength, and 81m decrease in walking distance. We therefore feel encouraged to use the proposed cut-off point as defined by Waddell et al.

One might criticize that 52% of the patient population’s previous jobs had been heavy or very heavy and this was not accounted for in the analysis as a possible physical risk factor for long term disability. Instead, we used salary in the previous job as an explanatory variable. Both are associated with each other but salary in the previous job is also associated with other known
physical risk factors such as repetitive assembly work or monotonous static work, and is an important compensation issue in Switzerland as it serves for final disability determination. However, we do admit that the inclusion of further physical work factors might explain a higher amount of variation in FCE performance.

A weakness of this study is that it was conducted in a single country with a highly established social insurance system reducing its external validity. It might be further argued that the assessment of the dependent variable ‘grip strength’ by the first assessor is a weakness of this study. The intention was to blind the FCE therapist towards the frequently used grip curve assessment as a proxy for ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within grip curve assessment. To prevent prejudice in the first assessor, he assessed the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ before assessing grip strength. We therefore feel that the assessment of one independent variable by the first assessor is justified and does not diminish the validity of the study’s findings.

Strengths of this study are the multicenter setting involving a large number of assessors, the inclusion of patients of several nationalities, which raises the external validity of the study’s findings, and the blinding of the two assessors against each other’s results.

Further research is needed into the confusing mix of methods and terminologies to assess ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ within an FCE. A validity check identifying ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ is implemented within the FCE design by assessing the level of effort a patient had given through observational criteria. These might identify the same patients as the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’.
Role of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ in FCE
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Abstract

Background: Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) requires an effort determination by observation of effort indices for performance interpretation. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ identified by ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ have shown to be associated with decreased functional performance. The question arises whether effort determination by observational criteria and ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs testing’ can be interchangeably used to interpret lifting performance.

Objectives: To assess whether ‘submaximal-effort’ and ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ contribute independently to lifting performance and to determine their concurrent validity.

Design: Analytical cross-sectional study

Methods: 130 patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain referred for fitness-for-work evaluation were included. Physical effort determination based on observational criteria was performed during FCE of lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’. A second tester conducted ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing to identify ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. Multivariate linear regression analysis was used to determine the contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal-effort’ to lifting performance. Age and gender were covariates. Concurrent validity of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ was assessed by calculating sensitivity and specificity.

Results: ‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal-effort’ were independent contributors to lifting performance. The contribution of ‘submaximal-effort’ was higher than that of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’, shown by a higher change of coefficients ranging between 42–58% when ‘submaximal-effort’ was added to the model compared to 14–17% when ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ was added as well as by higher standardized beta values of –0.49 to –0.61 in the final model compared to –0.21 to –0.26. Between 53%-63% of the patients with ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ were classified as showing ‘submaximal-effort’.

Limitations: Assessor variability could have influenced the study results.

Conclusions: In patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain, ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing and determination of physical effort by observational criteria should not be interchangeably used for interpreting lifting performance during FCE.

Key words: Low back pain – Functional Capacity Evaluation – ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ – ‘effort’ – ‘lifting performance’

Sources of support: The study was funded by the Verein IG Ergonomie SAR (Switzerland)
Introduction

Effort determination has been a widely used attempt to validate the findings of physical performance tests 1-6. Results from physical performance tests that are biased by ‘submaximal-effort’ may lead to false classifications of disability and, consequently, incorrect care as well as unwarranted disability compensation 2,7.

Various research has been performed within the fields of effort determination during muscle testing. Two literature reviews found a total of 61 studies investigating a wide variety of methods used to determine ‘submaximal-effort’ 7,8. Robinson et al. 7 concluded that, despite some promising aspects of methods examining motion variability, radial/ulnar force output ratios, difference scores of eccentric-concentric ratios, and electromyography, there is not sufficient empirical evidence to support the clinical application of muscle testing for this purpose.

Physical effort determination is also attempted during Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) 2-4,9,10 in order to interpret the performance results. FCE is a standardized battery of clinical tests that purport to measure a patient’s safe physical ability for work-related activity. Maximum effort of the client is required to obtain valid results in these physical performance tests 9. The Isernhagen FCE uses observational criteria for physical effort level determination during manual handling tests to judge the weight load as ‘light – to moderate’, ‘heavy’ or ‘maximal’ 11. ‘Submaximal-effort’ is assumed if a patient stops the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum weight are observed 9. While an earlier review found only limited scientific evidence for the reliability and validity of FCEs 12,13, there is now an increasing body of knowledge on the clinimetric properties of the Isernhagen FCE providing the most comprehensive coverage of all aspects of reliability and validity of all FCE methods 14.

Another frequently used method to validate the findings of a physical examination is the assessment for ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. Waddell et al. 1980 described eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ that are distinguishable from the standard clinical signs of physical pathology in patients with low back pain. Multiple signs suggest that a patient does not have a straightforward physical problem, but that illness behavior and psychological factors also need to be considered 15. ‘Submaximal-effort’ 3,7,8 and ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ 16,17 have both been shown to be associated with decreased functional performance. However, the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ were not intended to determine physical effort. In a reappraisal of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ the authors emphasize that these should be understood as responses to examination affected by fear in the context of recovery from injury and the development of chronic incapacity, and should be interpreted with reference to other psychological and behavioral information 18. Despite this reasoning, ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing has been used as a mean for effort determination 1,4,10.

To our knowledge, it has not been investigated whether ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ identified by ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing and ‘submaximal-effort’ determined by observational criteria during FCE contribute independently to lifting performance. It is also not known whether patients identified by ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing as presenting
‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ will be classified by observational criteria as showing ‘submaximal-effort’. The objectives of this study are, therefore, to assess the contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal-effort’ to lifting performance and to determine the concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic somatic components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ during FCE in patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study design, setting and participants**

A cross sectional study was performed in three rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland. All clinics are national competence centres for FCEs, each performing more than 100 FCEs per year. For the purpose of this study, evaluations were performed by two independent assessors. These were blinded to each other's results. The first assessor administered the questionnaires and assessed the independent variable ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’. The second assessor undertook three FCE tests, which consisted of lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’, and determined the effort level by applying the observational criteria. Eleven physiotherapists with a mean professional experience of 12.1 years (SD 6.9) acted as first assessors while 17 physiotherapists performed FCE. All FCE assessors completed a two-day course on FCE and had extensive experience in FCE testing, having performed on average 36.5 FCEs (SD 10.0) in the 2 years prior to this study. In addition, for the purpose of this study a trainer of FCE discussed eight FCE video sequences with the FCE assessors relating to observational criteria for effort level during manual handling tasks. The first assessors were also trained in the assessment of the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic signs’ as described by Waddell et al.

Participants between 20 and 60 years of age, referred for physical fitness for work evaluation, presenting with chronic nonspecific low back pain as their primary complaint, and understanding enough German, French or Italian to follow the instructions during FCE were included. Participants with specific LBP due to nerve root compression, vertebral fracture, tumor, infection, inflammatory diseases, spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis and definite instability\(^{19,20}\) or with relevant comorbidity such as cardio-respiratory, psychiatric or other musculoskeletal problems affecting work ability were excluded.

**Dependent variables**

**Functional Capacity Evaluation**

The lifting tests were conducted using a kinesiophysical approach as proposed by Isernhagen\(^9\). Within this approach, lifting performance is determined using observational criteria indicative of physical effort at ‘light – to moderate’, ‘heavy’ or ‘maximal’ levels of demand. Patients were instructed that the objective was to perform five lifts with as much weight as safely possible. For safety reasons all tests were commenced with a light weight. Weight was then increased by the FCE therapist and five lifts were repeated until the maximum safe weight was reached. The maximum safe weight load was determined by the FCE assessor when the
following criteria were observed: muscle bulging of prime movers and accessory muscles, very wide base, marked counterbalance, substantial increase in heart rate and respiration, safe weight handling but inability to maintain control if any more weight was to be added, and slowest pace. Heart rate was measured with a Polar watch. If the patient stopped the manual handling test before the criteria indicative of a maximum weight were observed, the highest weight that a patient was willing to handle five times was recorded. The reliability of these observational criteria to judge lifting performance has been established in several studies based on video observation or on direct observation by one or more observers. In the study of Gross et al. five experienced FCE assessors tested patients simultaneously but independently. Their agreement in the application of the Isernhagen observational criteria to determine the maximal safe lifting performance during kinesiophysical FCE was excellent shown by ICC values ranging from 0.95 to 0.98. One study using the observational criteria during video recordings of lifting from ‘floor to waist’ in patients with chronic low back pain and healthy subjects serving as a control group concluded that the effort level can be determined validly by means of visual observation.

Lifting from ‘floor to waist’
Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height, make a 90 degree turn, lower the weight to the floor, stand up again lifting the weight, and then place it back on the shelf.

Lifting from ‘waist to crown’
Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height to a second shelf at shoulder height, and place it back on the shelf at waist height.

Lifting ‘horizontal’
Participants had to lift the weight receptacle from a shelf at waist height, walk 1.5m with the weight receptacle, place it on a second shelf at waist height, and walk back with the weight receptacle to the first shelf.

Independent variables
‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’
‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ were assessed with the eight ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ according to Waddell et al. These are grouped into five categories. A category is positive if at least one ‘nonorganic-somatic-sign’ in that category is positive. Waddell et al. stress that isolated nonorganic signs should not be over interpreted. At least three positive categories are required to indicate that a patient with LBP presents ‘nonorganic somatic components’. Patients presenting less than three positive categories are not viewed as presenting relevant ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. Waddell et al. report good intratester and intertester reliability of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’. A recent study by trained observers found good intratester reliability and moderate intertester reliability. There are inconsistent conclusions regarding the validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ in assessing illness behavior.
and psychological factors. The most recent review investigating the construct validity of the Waddell score found satisfactory cross-sectional construct validity. This contrasts, to some extent, with the review of Fishbain et al. who conclude that the ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ are not associated with psychological distress and abnormal illness behaviour but are a reflector of elevated pain and diminished functional physical capacities.

‘Submaximal-effort’
Patients were classified by the FCE assessors as giving maximal effort if, based on their overall impression, maximum safe weight load according to the observational criteria was reached. ‘Submaximal-effort’ was assumed if a patient stopped the manual-handling test before these criteria were observed.

Physical factors
A subject’s age and sex were shown to be performance predictors in manual-handling tests. We hypothesized that decreased performance due to age or gender could be a confounder in effort evaluation during FCE.

Data analyses
The contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal-effort’ to lifting performance was assessed with multivariate linear regression analysis. The dependent variables were the maximal weights handled during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’. The explanatory variables were ‘submaximal-effort’ and ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. We included age and gender in the model. We then added the explanatory variables stepwise and observed the change in coefficients if one variable was added over the other. Interaction of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ was tested with product terms. Examination of the full models revealed that assumptions of the normality as well as homoscedasticity were respected. Taking previous research into account, we assumed R² to be at least 0.30 giving an effect size of 0.43. With alpha defined as 0.05 and beta as 0.9 and 4 independent variables, we calculated a minimum sample size of 41 subjects needed for multiple regression analysis.

We assessed the concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’ by calculating sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity within this study refers to the proportion of patients who presented ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and were classified as giving ‘submaximal-effort’. Specificity was calculated as the proportion of the patients not presenting ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and classified as giving maximal effort.

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS for Windows version 18.

Ethical approval
Ethical approval was obtained from the three regional ethics committees (EKSG 08/029/2B; SPUK No. 784, EKAG 08/058) where the rehabilitation clinics are located.
Results

Descriptives

678 FCEs were performed in three rehabilitation clinics from March 2009 until August 2010. Treating physicians identified 203 subjects with low back pain, of which 60 did not fulfil inclusion criteria, 13 were missed for inclusion leaving 130 subjects with chronic nonspecific low back pain (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Study flow

93 men and 37 women with a mean age of 44.4 years (SD 10.3) were included. Mean time off work was 670 days (SD 1031) being representative of a patient sample referred for fitness for work evaluation in Switzerland. Mean lifting capacity from ‘floor to waist’ was 16.8kg (SD 10.6), from ‘waist to crown’ 13.2kg (SD 7.0), and ‘horizontal’ 20.0kg (SD 12.0). This was comparable to earlier published samples of patients with chronic low back pain from Switzerland and from Canada. Among the patients classified as giving submaximal effort, the change of heart rate during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’ was 21.2 (SD12.8), 13.5 (SD8.3), resp. 8.5 (SD7.3). This was significantly lower (p<0.001) than the change of heart rate among the patients classified as giving maximal effort 38.2 (SD17.6), 25.9 (SD12.1), 24.9 (SD11.7).

Apart from age during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, all variables showed significant independent contribution to lifting performance in the final multivariate models (Table 1) explaining between 48% and 64% of the variance. No significant interactions between ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and ‘submaximal-effort’ was found (p= 0.11, 0.16, resp. 0.3).

Patients classified as giving ‘submaximal-effort’ lifted on average 10.4kg less from ‘floor to waist’, 8.2kg less from ‘waist to crown’ and 14.9kg less ‘horizontal’ than patients diagnosed as giving maximal effort. The influence of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ on lifting performance was substantially smaller, accounting for 5.9kg less weight lifted from ‘floor to waist’, 3.2kg less from ‘waist to crown’ and 5.3kg less ‘horizontal’ (see Table 1).
Comparison of two methods for interpreting lifting performance during FCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final model</th>
<th>Unstd. Coeff.</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Std Coeff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifting from ‘floor to waist’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submaximal effort</td>
<td>-10.4</td>
<td>(-13.3, -7.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>(5.1, 11.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>(-9.0, -2.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(-2.2, 0.0)</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting from ‘waist to crown’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submaximal effort</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>(-10.0, -6.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>(4.6, 8.2)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>(-5.1, -1.2)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(-2.2, -0.0)</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting ‘horizontal’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submaximal effort</td>
<td>-14.9</td>
<td>(-17.9, -12.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>(7.8, 13.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>(-8.4, -2.2)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>(-3.3, -1.1)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Final multivariate linear regression models for lifting performance

Unstd. Coeff. = Unstandardized Regression Coefficient, 95%CI = 95% Confidence Interval for the unstandardized coefficient. Std. Coeff. = Standardized Coefficients

‘Submaximal-effort’ had the highest influence on lifting performance shown by a high change in ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ coefficients ranging from 42–58% if added to the model. The change in ‘submaximal-effort’ coefficients ranging from 14–17% was considerably smaller if ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ was added to the model. The higher independent contribution of ‘submaximal-effort’ is also shown in the final models by the highest values of the standardized beta coefficients ranging between -0.49 to -0.61.

The first assessors classified 33% of the patients as presenting with ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ 53%-63% of these patients were classified by the FCE therapists as making ‘submaximal-effort’ during the three manual handling tests. Specificity for classification of maximal effort ranged from 84%-85% (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifting from ‘floor to waist’</th>
<th>Lifting from ‘waist to crown’</th>
<th>Lifting ‘horizontal’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Nonorganic-somatic-components’ (n)</td>
<td>Maximal effort (n)</td>
<td>Submaximal effort (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity 53% 63% 62%
Specificity 84% 85% 85%

Table 2: Sensitivity and specificity to assess the concurrent validity of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal-effort’
Discussion

This study found independent contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ and of ‘submaximal-effort’ for lifting performance without significant interactions in patients with chronic nonspecific low back pain undergoing FCE to determine fitness-for-work. The contribution of ‘submaximal-effort’ to lifting performance was higher than that of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’. This was shown by markedly higher changes in coefficients if ‘submaximal-effort’ was added to the model compared to the lower changes if ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ was added, as well as by higher standardized beta values of -0.49 to – 0.61 in the final models compared to – 0.21 to –0.26. Concurrent validity of the ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with ‘submaximal effort’ was low as shown by the low sensitivity. Thus, the two measures appear to reflect different aspects of physical performance during FCE of lifting.

A weakness of this study is that the FCE assessors were potentially influenced in their determination of effort by the observed low performance, thus explaining the high contribution of ‘submaximal-effort’ to the FCE result. The possibility that the observational criteria were not consequently applied cannot be ruled out. However, we assessed as an external objective measure of effort the change of heart rate during lifting from ‘floor to waist’, ‘waist to crown’, and ‘horizontal’. In all three lifting tests, we found significantly lower changes in heart rate among the patients classified as giving submaximal effort than among the patients giving maximal effort. Heart rate was an observational criterion. Therefore, these findings can be interpreted as an indication that the FCE assessors adhered to the observational criteria. The addition of further external measures such as a control group as used in other studies investigating the validity of effort level determination during FCE was beyond the scope of this cross-sectional study. A further weakness of this study is that it was conducted in a single country with a highly established social insurance system thereby reducing the generalizability of the study findings to other countries. Major strengths of this study are the blinding of the two assessors towards each other’s findings, as well as the multicenter setting involving a large number of assessors.

Our study does not allow the identification of the different aspects of physical performance measured with ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing and observational criteria for physical effort level. The study’s findings are in accordance with the different theoretical backgrounds of these two methods. ‘Nonorganic-somatic-signs’ are thought to assess illness behavior and psychological factors. Effort is assumed to reflect a person’s ability to perform at his or her maximal level. Measurement of effort can, thus, be achieved through assessment of performance indices.

Despite the results suggesting that the two measures appear to reflect different aspects of physical performance during FCE, the overlap between them should not be neglected. 53%-63% of the patients classified as presenting ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ were also diagnosed as giving submaximal effort. This overlap might be an explanation for the association found in previous studies of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ with decreased
Comparison of two methods for interpreting lifting performance during FCE. We can only hypothesize on possible explanations for this overlap. ‘Nonorganic somatic components’ should be viewed as a behavioral response to examination which could be driven by fear of further injury. It is theoretically plausible that fear of injury is also an underlying cause for submaximal performance during FCE. Since both measures were taken on the same day during fitness-for-work evaluation, another possible explanation is that personal expectations arising from this evaluation may have led to overt illness behavior. Overreaction, such as disproportionate verbalisation, facial expressions, muscle tension and tremors, is one criterion for ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ (15). Overreaction can also be observed in FCE during handling of low weights. Such behavior hinders the occurrence of body reactions indicative of maximal physical efforts and will, consequently, lead to ‘submaximal-effort’ classification.

A major point that can be taken from this study is that ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing should not be used to assess ‘physical effort’. This is illustrated by the low concurrent validity and the markedly lower contribution of ‘nonorganic-somatic-components’ to FCE performance. Without the direct observation of the effort level during the lifting tests, the estimated influence of submaximal effort based on ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing would have been substantially smaller and may have lead to incorrect classification of disability and, consequently, inadequate decisions regarding vocational rehabilitation and physical fitness for work. Based on the study’s results and on the different constructs that were to be measured with these two methods, we do not recommend the use of ‘nonorganic-somatic-signs’ testing for effort evaluation. The use of the previously described observational criteria for this purpose seems appropriate.

However, we must emphasize that despite promising results for the validity of the observational criteria applied during FCE (3) and the results found in this study, further research on ‘physical effort evaluation’ is needed. Serious medico-legal consequences might result for a patient if he or she is labelled as exerting ‘submaximal-effort’ during a physical fitness-for-work evaluation. Leemstra et al. (4) were only able to demonstrate the validity of five commonly used maximal effort tests to individually differentiate between maximal and ‘submaximal-effort’ during FCE. This is in line with Robinson et al. (7) who concluded in their literature review on the use of muscle testing for effort determination that other explanatory variables such as fear of injury, pain, medications, work satisfaction, and other motivational factors should also be considered when effort is determined.
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Effectiveness of exercise on work disability in patients with non-acute nonspecific low back pain: Systematic review and meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials.
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Objectives: To determine whether exercise is more effective than usual care to reduce work disability in patients with non-acute non-specific low back pain, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective.

Methods: Systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials investigating the effectiveness of exercise in non-acute non-specific low back pain, and reporting on work disability. Data sources: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PEDro, Cochrane Library databases, NIOSHTIC-2, and PsycINFO until August 2008. Work disability data were converted to odds ratios. Random effects meta-analyses were conducted.

Results: A total of 23 trials met the inclusion criteria, 20 of which were suitable for inclusion in meta-analysis allowing 17 comparisons of exercise interventions with usual care and 11 comparisons of 2 different exercise interventions. A statistically significant effect in favour of exercise on work disability was found in the long term (odds ratio (OR) = 0.66, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.48–0.92) but not in the short (OR=0.80, 95% CI 0.51–1.25) and intermediate term (OR=0.78, 95% CI 0.45–1.34). Meta-regression indicated no significant effect of specific exercise characteristics.

Conclusion: Exercise interventions have a significant effect on work disability in patients with non-acute non-specific low back pain in the long term. No conclusions can be made regarding exercise types.

Key words: low back pain; exercise; meta-analysis; vocational rehabilitation; sick leave.
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INTRODUCTION

Low back pain is the most prevalent of musculoskeletal conditions. It affects almost everyone during their lifetime and has become a major socioeconomic problem in western countries (1). Exercise is consistently recommended in modern treatment guidelines for non-acute non-specific low back pain (NSLBP) defining return to work as the primary treatment goal (2, 3). Exercises applied in the treatment of patients with NSLBP encompass a wide variety of interventions and are applied with different rationales. The sports medicine approach applies exercise based on the principles of exercise physiology, and is used in functional restoration programs with the goal of restoring physical function and thereby enabling patients to return to work (4). Behavioural treatment programmes use exercise with the aim of modifying pain behaviour. Patients learn that it is safe to move, while restoring function by receiving continuous feedback and positive reinforcement (5).

Until the year 2000 no evidence was found for the effectiveness of specific exercises in the management of chronic low back pain. Abenhaim et al. (2) state: “it appears that the key to success is physical activity itself, i.e. activity of any form, rather than any specific activity”. A later review revealed that individually designed stretching or strengthening exercises delivered with supervision may improve pain and function in chronic NSLBP. The authors recommended further testing with this multivariable model and further assessment with specific patient-level characteristics and exercise types (6). A systematic review of trials with positive outcomes on work disability revealed that all had significant cognitive behavioural components combined with intensive physical training. The authors, however, advised caution when interpreting this post-hoc analysis and recommended further investigation into the contribution of these exercise characteristics (7). Whereas additional reviews found limited evidence for the effectiveness of behavioural graded activity in improving absenteeism outcomes (8, 9), strong evidence has been found that exercise reduces work disability in patients with NSLBP (7, 10, 11). These reviews were based on studies published prior to 2004 that did not evaluate the effectiveness of different exercise characteristics.

Although new studies have been published in the meantime, the effect of specific exercise characteristics on work disability is still unclear; a more up-to-date review is required. The objective of this review is to use recent research results to determine whether exercise is more effective than usual care to reduce work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP, and if so, to explore which type of exercise is most effective.
between-trial heterogeneity rather than chance (18). The extent as the proportion of the total variation in estimated ORs that is due
design, delivery type, dose, and type. Additionally, 2 criteria proposed
criteria designed by Hayden et al. (6) were used, namely programme
data from all included studies and defined exercise characteristics. Four
quality if one or none of the criteria were met. 2 or 3 of the criteria were met, while studies were classified as of low
validity of the included studies were then evaluated on methodological
investigating the effect of exercise to treatment allocation. The internal
allocation within a cognitive behavioural approach. A further crite-
fracture, tumour, infection, inflammatory diseases, spondylolisthesis,
spinal stenosis and definite instability, and studies that included preg-
nant women with low back pain.
Two authors (PO and JK) independently applied the admission
criteria for the studies and assessed risk of bias. Disagreements were
solved through discussion involving a third researcher (StB). Authors were
contacted if the information regarding the eligibility of a trial, quality criteria, or work disability were unclear.
Study quality was assessed according to Juni et al. (13), who stated
that the internal validity of a study was threatened by detection bias, attrition bias, selection bias, and performance bias. Thus, the follow-
ing 3 criteria were rated as “met”, “unclear” or “not met”: Concealed
allocation, blinding of the outcome assessor, and intention to treat
analysis. Performance bias was not assessed as it is not strictly pos-
sible to blind the treatment provider and recipient in clinical trials
investigating the effect of exercise to treatment allocation. The internal
validity of the included studies were then evaluated on methodological
overall assessment. Studies were classified as high-quality studies if 2
or 3 of the criteria were met, while studies were classified as of low
quality if one or none of the criteria were met.
For each study, 2 of the authors (PO and StB) independently extracted
data from all included studies and defined exercise characteristics. Four
criteria designed by Hayden et al. (6) were used, namely programme
design, delivery type, dose, and type. Additionally, 2 criteria proposed
by Schnoesten et al. (14) were used, namely work context and exercise
administration within a cognitive behavioural approach. A further crite-
ron was the setting in which exercise was applied (see Table I).
Quantitative data synthesis
Work-related outcomes were converted into odds ratios (OR) using the
method described by Chinn (15) and Hasselblad & Hedges (16). This
method is based on the fact that, when assuming logistic distributions
and equal variances in the 2 treatment groups, the log OR corresponds
to a constant multiplied by the standardized difference between means.
The “meta” command for Stata statistical software (Stata Corpora-
tion, College Station, TX V10) was used to conduct DerSimonian and
Laird random effects meta-analyses (17). To use all available means,
we estimated missing standard deviations (SD) from other included
studies. We assessed treatment effects at 3 different times of follow-
up (short-term = closest to 4 weeks, intermediate-term = closest to 6
months, long-term = closest to 12 months). Between-trial heteroge-
nity was quantified using the F statistic, which can be understood
as the proportion of the total variation in estimated ORs that is due
to between-trial heterogeneity rather than chance (18). The extent
to which one or more study characteristics explained between-trial
terogeneity was explored using meta-regression. The following
exploratory variables were considered according to an a priori statisti-
cal analysis plan: exercise design (individual vs standard care), dose
(high- vs low-dose exercise), delivery type (home-based exercises
vs supervised exercises), type (specific vs mixed), administration
within a cognitive behavioural approach (yes/no), work context (yes/
no), and setting (in- vs outpatient) in bivariate models. In addition,
we assessed the effect of methodological quality (low vs high). For
work disability we included the variables above in meta-regression
models and conducted random effects meta-analyses within each
subgroup. Differences between small and large trials were assessed
using funnel plots (19).

Table I. Exercise intervention characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme design (according to Hayden et al. (6))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- “Individually designed”, in which the treating therapist completed a clinical history and physical examination and delivered an exercise programme specifically designed for the individual participant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Standard design”, in which a fixed exercise programme was delivered to all participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery type (according to Hayden et al. (6))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Home exercises: participants performed their exercises at home with no direct supervision by the therapist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Supervised exercises: participants performed their exercises either under 1-on-1 supervision or attended exercise therapy sessions with 2 or more participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exercise therapy programmes that included both types of delivery will be classified according to their main delivery type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exercise dose (hours of intervention time) (according to Hayden et al. (6))**
- We will calculate the exercise dose from the exercise duration and the number of treatment sessions received. Home exercise dose will only be included in exercise dose calculation if the home training was controlled (i.e. by using an exercise diary or by follow-up visits). If the study adherence information is not reported, we will assume an adherence rate of 50%. We will then dichotomize the exercise interventions into high- and low-dose exercise.

**Types of exercises (according to Hayden et al. (6))**
- Strengthening exercises
- Stretching exercises
- Mobilizing or flexibility exercises
- Aerobic exercises
- Stabilization exercises
- Programmes that included different exercise types will be classified as mixed exercises.

**Setting**
- Inpatient
- Outpatient

**Work context (proposed by Schnoesten et al. (14))**
- Exercises will be classified as work-related if these were specifically designed to restore work-related physical capacity.

**Behavioural treatment approach (proposed by Schnoesten et al. (14))**
- Exercises will be considered as administered within a behavioural treatment approach if this was specifically stated or if at least 3 of the following behavioural treatment modalities were applied: positive reinforcement of healthy behaviours (i.e. reassurance that it is safe to move, encouragement for early return to work); goal-contingent instead of pain-contingent exercise administration (i.e. exercise intensity was progressively increased to pre-set goals despite pain provocation); patients were given self-responsibility for treatment; patient education about a multidimensional view of pain (i.e. explanation of pain mechanisms); pain-coping strategies were applied (i.e. relaxation techniques were a consistent feature of the exercise programme).
A: Functional restoration: full-time intensive 3-week multidisciplinary programme for 39 h per week, including active physical and ergonomic training and psychological pain management, followed by 1-6-hour day weekly for the subsequent 3 weeks: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, OP, WCy, BTy)

B: Active physical training: Two sessions a week for 6 weeks, consisting of 45 min aerobic class, 45 min progressive resistance training, and 1 h of theoretical back lessons every second session: (SD, SE, LD, MxE, OP, WCn, BTn)

C: Psychological pain management: 2 sessions lasting 75 min, twice a week for 6 weeks, combining active physical training of 15 min warm-up exercises, and 30 min progressive resistance training with psychological pain management: (SD, SE, LD, MxE, OP, WCn, BTn)

D: Usual care by GP

Number of subjects with more than 30 sick days at one year FU: A: 26%, B: 23% after one year

A: Functional restoration: full-time intensive 3-week multidisciplinary programme and 12 months FU

Proportion of partly or fully sick-listed patients at 4 weeks, 6 and 12 months FU: Significant advantage at 4 weeks FU for A vs B (30% vs 57%), at 6 months (11% vs 62%), and at 12 months (19% vs 59%).

Effectiveness of exercise on work disability in NSLBP
476 blue-collar workers, age 35–54 years, sick leave due to NSLPB during the last 2 years

A: Inpatient rehabilitation: groups of 6–8 patients, 3 weeks, 4 sessions Swedish back school, 15 back exercise sessions, 9 relaxation sessions, heat or electrotherapy prior to exercise, 2 structured group discussions, home programme, rehearsal after 1.5 years (2 weeks): (SE, MxE, IP, WCn, BTn)

B: Outpatient treatment at the workplace or local health centre: 15 sessions in 2 months, groups of 6–8 patients, 4 sessions Swedish back school, 15 back exercise sessions, 9 relaxation sessions, heat or electrotherapy prior to exercise, 2 structured group discussions, home programme, rehearsal after 1.5 years (8 sessions): (SE, MxE, OP, WCn, BTn)

C: Physician examination: no systematic treatment, written and oral instructions on back exercises and ergonomics.

Sick days at 15 months FU disregarding the first 7 days of each episode of sickness absence leading to a considerable underestimation of the days lost from work

Cumulative percentages of RTW during 6 month FU.

Faster RTW was observed in B compared with C and A with hazard ratios of 1.4 (p = 0.06) and 1.3 (p = 0.09) respectively. No statistically significant difference regarding sick days (A: 5.5, 25; C: 7.5, 25). B vs C no difference (B: 5.8, 25, C: 7.5, 25.0). A vs B no difference (A: 5.5, 25.0, B: 5.8, 25.0)

Between the 3 groups at 6 month FU (A: 96.1, 63.3; B: 81.8, 55.6; C: 92.5, 65.5)

A: High-intensity back school: 2 sessions of 1 hour per week during 8 weeks, supervised by a physiotherapist. Instruction of individual strength training exercises, work simulation and home exercises during the treatment period. A cognitive-behavioural therapy approach was used: (ID, SE, LD, SgE, OP, WCy, BTy)

B: Low-intensity back school: 4 group sessions based on the Swedish model, once a week, 4 consecutive weeks. Sessions were divided into 30 min education and a 90-minute practical part, comprised of a standardized exercise programme consisting of strength training and home exercises: (SD, SE, LD, SgE, OP, WCn, BTn)

C: Usual care: provided by occupational physician according to the Dutch guidelines for the occupational health management of patients with LBP.

A: Back school given by a physical therapist: 6 sessions of 1 hour, consisting of education and exercise, in groups of 11 patients. Two review sessions of 1 hour after 6 months: (SD, SE, LD, MxE, OP, WCn, BTn)

B: Usual care by GP and provision of instruction material from back school.

Sick days due to LBP at 12 months FU (mean, SD personal communication)

No difference during the 1st year (A: 8.1, 26.9, B: 11.1, 26.6) and during the 2nd year (A: 9.0, 23.6; B: 9.5, 25.0)

Härkäpää et al., 1989, 1990 (Finland) (29, 30)

Heymans et al., 2006 (Netherlands) (31)

Jousset et al., 2004 (France) (33)

Kääpä et al., 2006 (Finland) (34)
Karjalainen et al., 2003, 2004 (Finland) (35, 36)

164 patients, age 25–60, working difficulties between 4 and 12 weeks

A: Mini-intervention: 60 min physician examination, information on the good prognosis of back pain, and disadvantages of rest, encouragement to stay active followed by a 90-minute physiotherapy session; appraising of daily back-straining activities and training of special movements required at work, and instruction of a daily exercise programme: (ID, HE, LD, MxE, OP, WCy, BTy)

B: Work site visit: mini intervention plus work site visit

C: Usual care by GP

Sick days (mean, SD) during 2nd year FU

Significantly fewer sick days at 1 year FU in A vs C (A: 19, 12; C: 41, 27) and at 2 year FU. Significantly fewer patients on sick leave at 1 year FU (A: 45%; C: 61%)

Kool et al., 2005, 2007 (Switzerland) (37, 38)

174 patients with non-acute LBP, out of work > 6 weeks, age 20–55 years

A: Function centred treatment: Inpatient rehabilitation of 3 weeks duration, 4 h per day, focusing on improved function not pain reduction. Work simulation, strength and endurance training, sports therapy, and self-exercises: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, IP, WCy, BTy)

B: Pain-centred treatment: inpatient rehabilitation of 3 weeks, 2.5 h per day, focusing on pain reduction. Individually selected passive and active exercises, mini back school, passive pain modulating treatments, and relaxation techniques: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, IP, WCn, BTn)

C: Usual care by GP

Significantly larger proportion of patients RTW at 6 and 12 weeks FU and sick days (mean, SD) during 2nd year FU

Advantage after 12 months for A vs B (A: 247, 137; B: 291, 115)

Lindström et al., 1992, 1995, 1992 (Sweden) (5, 39, 40)

103 blue-collar workers, sick-listed 6 weeks, no NSLBP, sick-listing in the prior 12 weeks

A: Graded activity programme: treatment until RTW achieved, no predefined treatment duration. Functional capacity testing, workplace visit, back school, individual sub-maximal gradually increasing exercise programme to teach the patient that it is safe to move while restoring function: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, OP, WCn, BTn)

B: Usual care by GP

Number of patients RTW at 6 and 12 weeks FU, and sick days (mean, SD) during 2nd year FU

Significantly larger proportion of patients RTW in A vs B after 6 weeks (A: 59%; B: 40%) and 12 weeks (A: 80%; B: 58%). Sick days: significant advantage during the 2nd follow-up year of A vs B (A: 60, 92; B: 98, 103.5)

Niemisto et al. 2003, 2005 (Finland) (41, 42)

204 patients with chronic LBP, age 24–64 years, Oswestry Disability Index score > 16%

A: Combined treatment: physician’s consultation incl. explanation of clinical findings, instructions regarding posture and exercise, and an educational booklet combined with manipulative treatment, and instruction of pain-free stabilizing exercises 4 times in the course of 4 week: (ID, SE, LD, SaE, OP, WCn, BTn)

B: Physician’s consultation: 1 hour at entry and 5 months FU

Sick days (mean, SD) at 1 and 2 years FU

No significant differences of A vs B at 1 year FU (A: 13.9, 26.6; B: 18.5, 38.8) and 2 years FU (A: 12.3, 20.5; B: 14.8, 38.0)

Petersen et al., 2002, 2007 (Denmark) (43, 44)

260 people with LBP > 8 weeks, age 18–60 years

A: McKenzie treatment: examination by physiotherapist 1 hour, treatment sessions 30 min (maximum 15 sessions) consisting of self-mobilization with repeated movements, mobilization by physiotherapist. Instruction to continue self-treatment sessions for 2 months: (ID, SE, LD, SaE, OP, WCn, BTn)

B: Strengthening training: sessions lasting 60–90 min, twice a week for 8 weeks (maximum 15 sessions). Intensive training of trunk flexors and extensors in groups of 6 patients after warm-up exercises. Instruction to continue self-treatment sessions for 2 months: (SD, SE, LD, SgE, OP, WCn, BTn)

Percentage of patients on sick leave after 2, 8 and 14 months FU

No difference after 2 months (A: 10%; B: 14%) and 8 months (A: 7%; B: 8%) and 14 months (A: 10%; B: 8%)

Roche et al., 2007 (France) (45)

132 patients with chronic LBP on sick leave or at risk of work disability, age 18–50 years

A: Functional restoration programme: 6 h per day, 5 days/week during 5 weeks, muscular warm-up and stretching techniques, aerobic exercises, progressively increasing strengthening exercises, and work simulation. Balneoology for 30 min per day. Psychological counselling if required and dietary advice: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, nc, WCy, BTn)

B: Active individual therapy for 1 hour, 3 times a week during 5 weeks and individual exercises to be performed at home for 50 min twice a week: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, WCn, OP, WCn, BTn)

Significantly fewer patients on sick leave at 1 year FU (A: 45%; C: 61%)
### Table: Intervention Details and Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Intervention Description</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Outcome Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skouen et al., 2002 (Norway) (46)</td>
<td>195 employees with NSLPB sick-listed &gt; 8 weeks</td>
<td>A: Extensive multidisciplinary programme: 6 h/day, 5 days/week, 4 weeks. Cognitive behavioural modification in group sessions, education, exercise, occasional workplace interventions: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, OP, WcN, BTy)</td>
<td>Sick days (mean, SD) and percentage of patients with full RTW at 12 and 28 months FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staal et al., 2004, 2005, 2007 (Netherlands) (47–49)</td>
<td>134 sick-listed workers with NSLPB &gt; 4 weeks in succession</td>
<td>A: Graded activity programme: physical examination followed by 1 hour exercise sessions twice per week (graded activity exercises regardless of the amount of pain, work simulation) until complete return to regular work, maximum therapy duration of 3 months: (ID, SE, LD, MxE, OP, WCy, BTy)</td>
<td>Sick days (mean, SD personal communication) until full return to regular work and subjects sick-listed at 6, 12 and 36 months FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steenstra et al., 2006 (Netherlands) (50, 51)</td>
<td>112 patients with NSLPB included in a previous trial (44) but remaining sick-listed for &gt; 8 weeks, age 18–65</td>
<td>A: Graded activity programme: individual, submaximal, gradually increasing exercise programme based on the demands from the patients’ work with an operant-conditioning behavioural approach consisting of two 1-hour sessions a week, 26 sessions maximally: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, OP, WCy, BTy)</td>
<td>Persons at work at 26 weeks FU and sick days (mean, SD separated according to previous intervention WI/UC) until full return to regular work at 52 weeks FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storheim et al., 2003 (Norway) (52)</td>
<td>93 patients with sub-acute NSLPB, sick-listed for 8–12 weeks</td>
<td>A: Graded activity programme: individual feedbac k and advice, explanation of pain mechanisms including reassurance that it is safe to move, and instruction in trunk stabilizing behaviour and squat lifting technique</td>
<td>Sick days, mean, SD estimated as 2/3 of mean) at 18 weeks FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torstensen et al., 1998 (Norway) (53)</td>
<td>137 patients with NSLPB, sick-listed 4–8 weeks, employment, age 20–65 years, birth in Norway</td>
<td>A: Medical exercise therapy: 36 treatments of 1 hour duration for 12 weeks, groups of 5 patients, 6–9 exercises using specially designed exercise equipment with approximately 1000 repetitions: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, OP, WCy, BTa)</td>
<td>Total number of sick days in each group at 15 months FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, 1966 (Canada) (54)</td>
<td>194 men sick-listed 6–52 weeks for NSLPB, age 19–60 years</td>
<td>A: Inpatient rehabilitation: up to 6 weeks, 7 h per day, progressive treatment in 4 stages (bed rest–light–medium–heavy physical exercise) to the level demanded by the requirements of the man’s job: (ID, SE, HD, MxE, IP, WCy, BTn)</td>
<td>Numbers of workers with satisfactory RTW at 3 months FU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID: individually designed; SD: standard design; HE: home exercises; SE: supervised exercise; HD: high-dose exercise; LD: low-dose exercise; MxE: mixed exercises; StE: strengthening exercises; StE: stabilization exercises; MoE: mobilization exercises; IP: inpatient; OP: outpatient; WCy/n: work context yes/no; BTy/n: behavioural treatment yes/no; FU: follow-up; LBP: low back pain; RTW: return to work.
RESULTS

Trial flow

Of the 838 articles retrieved from the literature search, we evaluated 87 articles in detail, of which 64 did not meet the inclusion criteria. Consequently, we included 23 studies in this review. Sixteen were trials with 2 study arms and 7 were trials with 3 study arms. Table II summarizes the characteristics of the included studies. Twenty studies were included in the meta-analysis, allowing 17 comparisons of exercise interventions with usual care (5, 27, 29, 31, 32, 35, 41, 46, 47, 50, 52–54) and 11 comparisons of 2 different exercise interventions (20, 21, 29, 31, 33, 34, 37, 43, 45, 46, 53). Three studies (22, 25, 26) were excluded from meta-analysis as “days of sick leave” were presented as median and interquartile range, thereby preventing pooling (Fig. 1).

Trials comparing 2 different exercise interventions with usual care were treated as 2 trials with the sample size of the usual care group equally divided between the 2 exercise intervention groups: inpatient rehabilitation and outpatient treatment (29); low and high intensity back school (31); light and extensive multidisciplinary programme (46); conventional physiotherapy and medical exercise therapy (53). One study (50) presented results of 2 patient groups defined by the previous intervention (UC: usual care; WI: workplace intervention) receiving the same exercise intervention.

Validity assessment

According to the previously mentioned criteria, 14 (61%) of the studies were found to be of high quality and 9 (39%) of low quality (Table III). The 3 studies excluded from meta-analysis were all of low quality.

Work disability data

Data on work disability varied between the different studies and included self-assessed work ability, days of sick leave, days at work, physician’s judgement of work capability, and days of sickness compensation or numbers of workers returning to full-duty work. These were obtained from insurance databases whereby national legal requirements may have influenced the recordings. The data used for pooling were the number of people who returned and did not returned to work at the time of the follow-up, or the total number of sick days within the follow-up period (Table II).

Exercise characteristics

Thirty-five different exercise interventions were used. Exercise design, dose and setting were reported unclear in 6% of the investigated exercise interventions. Twenty-six (74%) of the exercise interventions were individually designed; 32 (91%) were primarily performed as supervised exercise; 28 (80%) interventions used mixed exercise types, 2 stabilization, 3 strengthening, 1 mobilization, and 1 stretching exercise; 27 (77%) were conducted in an outpatient setting; 10 (29%) were work-related; and 14 (40%) of the exercise interventions were administered within a cognitive behavioural approach (Table II).

Unfortunately, none of the studies using home exercise reported adherence rate or sufficient information to estimate home exercise dose. Therefore, the calculation of the exercise dose is based on the number of the supervised treatment ses-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study, reference</th>
<th>Selection bias</th>
<th>Detection bias</th>
<th>Attrition bias</th>
<th>Study quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaranta et al., 1994 (20)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aure et al., 2003 (21)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al., 1995 (22–24)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al., 1996 (24, 25)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al., 2000 (26)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagen et al., 2000 (27, 28)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Härkönpää et al., 1989 (29, 30)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heymans et al., 2006 (31)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurri, 1989 (32)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jousset et al., 2004 (32)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kätäpa et al., 2006 (34)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karjalainen et al., 2003 (35, 36)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kool et al., 2005 (37, 38)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindström et al., 1992 (5, 39, 40)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niemisto et al., 2003 (41, 42)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersen et al., 2002 (43, 44)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche et al., 2007 (45)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skouen et al., 2002 (46)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staal et al., 2004 (47–49)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steenstra et al., 2006 (50, 51)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storheim et al., 2003 (52)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torstensen et al., 1998 (53)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, 1966 (54)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Trial flow diagram to summarize the stages of the systematic review.
sions and their duration only. Such calculated exercise dose varied widely between the different exercise interventions, ranging between 1.5 and 210 h. The median exercise dose was 17 h. We classified exercise interventions with ≥ 17 h of contact time as high-dose exercise (n = 18), and those with less than 17 h of contact time into low-dose exercises (n = 17). A cut-off point of 14 and 20 h resulted in less than a 10% change in exercise dose classification.

Qualitative comparison of exercise interventions and usual care
Seven studies reported work disability data on a short-term follow-up. Two high-quality studies (5, 27) and 2 low-quality studies (25, 54) reported a positive effect, 1 high-quality study no effect (52) and 2 high-quality studies a negative effect (31, 50). Five studies reported work disability data on an intermediate-term follow-up. Three high-quality studies (5, 27, 47) reported a positive effect. This was observed in the study by Staal et al. (47) from approximately 50 days after randomization onwards. Two high-quality studies reported a negative effect (31, 50). Long-term results were presented by 11 studies. Positive effects were found in 3 high-quality studies (5, 27, 35). No significant effects were observed in 3 low-quality studies (25, 29, 32) and 4 high-quality studies (41, 46, 47, 53). One high-quality study reported a negative effect (50).

Quantitative data synthesis
Comparison of exercise interventions vs usual care. Thirteen studies allowing 17 comparisons between an exercise intervention and usual care with a total of 3181 patients were available for pooling.

Comparison 01: Short-term follow-up. Short-term results were available for pooling from 5 high-quality studies (6 comparisons, 1030 patients) (5, 27, 31, 50, 52), showing no significant effect of exercise reducing work disability (OR = 0.80, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.51–1.25). The addition of one low-quality study (54) did not substantially change the overall effect estimate (OR = 0.68, 95% CI 0.42–1.10).

Comparison 02: Intermediate-term follow-up. Four high-quality studies (5 comparisons, 971 patients) (5, 27, 31, 50) provided results for pooling at the intermediate-term follow-up showing no significant effect of exercise in reducing work disability (OR = 0.78, 95% CI 0.45–1.34).

---

Study | ID | OR (95% CI)
---|---|---
High quality studies | Hagen et al. (2000) (27) | 0.53 (0.38, 0.74)
| Karjalainen et al. (2003) (35) | 0.14 (0.07, 0.30)
| Lindström et al. (1992) (5) | 0.49 (0.24, 1.00)
| Niemi et al. (2003) (41) | 0.76 (0.47, 1.20)
| Skouen et al.: extensive program (2002) (46) | 0.75 (0.36, 1.63)
| Skouen et al.: light program (2002) (46) | 0.84 (0.31, 1.34)
| Staal et al. (2006) (47) | 0.49 (0.27, 0.92)
| Steenstra et al.: UC (2006) (50) | 1.49 (0.56, 3.76)
| Steenstra et al.: WI (2006) (50) | 3.84 (1.45, 9.17)
| Torgersen et al.: conventional physiotherapy (1998) (53) | 0.65 (0.45, 0.94)
| Torgersen et al.: medical exercise therapy (1998) (53) | 0.77 (0.54, 1.11)
| Subtotal (I-squared = 72.8, p=0.000) | 0.66 (0.48, 0.92)

Low quality studies | Herri (1989) (32) | 0.82 (0.49, 1.37)
| Härkäpää et al.: inpatient rehab (1990) (29) | 0.86 (0.53, 1.31)
| Härkäpää et al.: outpatient treatment (1990) (29) | 0.86 (0.54, 1.44)
| Subtotal (I-squared = 0.0%, p=0.975) | 0.86 (0.64, 1.14)

Overall (I-squared = 67.4%, p=0.000) | 0.70 (0.54, 0.91)

NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis

---

Fig. 2. Meta-analysis of 10 trials with long-term follow-up comparing exercise interventions with usual care.
Comparison 03: Long-term follow-up. Eight high-quality studies (10 comparisons, 1992 patients (5, 27, 35, 41, 46, 47, 50, 53) presented long-term follow-up results showing a statistically significant overall effect in favour of exercise on work disability (OR = 0.66, 95% CI 0.48–0.92). The addition of 2 low-quality studies (29, 32) did not substantially change the overall effect estimate (OR = 0.70, 95% CI 0.54–0.91) (Fig. 2). The funnel plots did reveal evidence of asymmetry at short- and intermediate-term follow-ups but not at long-term follow-up (Fig. 3).

Comparison 04: Influence of exercise characteristics in high-quality trials with long-term follow-up. The 8 high-quality studies (5, 27, 35, 41, 46, 47, 50, 53) providing data on 1149 patients receiving an exercise intervention and 843 patients receiving usual care were included for this analysis. All comparisons were between different outpatient rehabilitation programmes, and all used individually designed exercises, in one comparison stretching exercises were instructed, another used stabilization exercise, and in the remaining 8 comparisons mixed exercises were used. A second overall analysis, which did not include the patient sample from the trial of Steenstra et al. (50) that had already received a workplace intervention (WI group), showed reduced statistical heterogeneity (I^2 = 60.4%, p = 0.007) and increased the effect estimate (OR = 0.59, 95% CI 0.45–0.78). The effect of delivery type, exercise dose, work context and behavioural treatment approach was analysed with and without the WI group showing different results, although within the statistical error margin. Pooled effects for the 4 exercise characteristics hypothesized to influence work disability (delivery type, exercise dose, work context, behavioural treatment approach) became higher and more significant for supervised exercise, and a behavioural treatment approach. However, none of the variables were statistically significant in meta-regression analysis, although there was a trend observed favouring home exercises (p = 0.11) (Table IV).

Comparison of different exercise interventions. Of the 13 studies comparing 15 different exercise interventions, 6 were of low quality (20, 22, 26, 29, 33, 45) and 7 were of high quality. Six high-quality studies presented long-term follow-up data and were used for pooling (21, 34, 37, 43, 46, 53). We defined the exercise intervention with more contact hours as the standard intervention. All standard interventions used individually designed supervised exercises, 5 of them with mixed exercises, and 5 were conducted in an outpatient setting.

There was significant statistical heterogeneity in these trials (I-squared = 65.5%, p = 0.013). The overall effect of exercise interventions with more contact hours was not significant (OR = 1.07, 95% CI 0.67–1.72). Three trials applying exercise within a behavioural treatment approach showed some benefit (OR = 0.75, 95% CI 0.47–1.20) compared with the trials without this characteristic (OR = 1.74, 95% CI 0.71–4.30) (Fig. 4). One trial applying work-related exercise in an inpatient setting (42) showed a significant effect on work disability (OR = 0.53, 95% CI 0.30–0.93) compared with exercise not specifically designed to restore work-related physical capacity (OR = 1.25, 95% CI 0.80–1.97). None of these characteristics showed statistical significance in meta-regression analysis.

Table IV. Odds ratios for work disability stratified by exercise characteristics in 8 high-quality randomized controlled trials comparing exercise intervention with usual care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise characteristics</th>
<th>Work disability (WI group included)</th>
<th>Work disability (WI group excluded)</th>
<th>Meta-regression (WI group excluded)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>logOR (95% CI), p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home exercises</td>
<td>0.38 (0.17–0.64)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.17–0.84)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.86–3.55), p = 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised exercise</td>
<td>0.80 (0.58–1.11)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.58–0.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise dose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose (&lt; 17 hours)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.35–0.73)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.35–0.73)</td>
<td>1.52 (0.71–3.27), p = 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose (&gt; 17 hours)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.57–1.78)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.56–1.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.65 (0.54–0.77)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.54–0.77)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.27–1.59), p = 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.77 (0.21–2.85)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.41–1.55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural treatment approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.72 (0.57–0.91)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.57–0.91)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.33–1.56), p = 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.65 (0.39–1.10)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.34–0.80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI: confidence interval; OR: odds ratio; WI: workplace intervention.
The funnel plots that were conducted did not reveal evidence of funnel plot asymmetry.

**DISCUSSION**

This meta-analysis provides continuous support for the use of exercise interventions to achieve long-term benefits on work disability in patients with non-acute NSLBP. The OR of 0.66 suggests that the odds of “improvement” in work disability are in the long-term 34% lower if only usual care (rather than exercise) is given. No significant effect was observed in short- and intermediate-term follow-ups. Meta-regression showed no significant differences between different exercise types. Interestingly, home exercises seem to be at least as effective as supervised programmes. As the meta-regression is only explorative, no conclusions can be made regarding exercise types.

Our study has several strengths. The search strategy was based on the recommendations of the Cochrane Back Review Group. We planned the analysis *a priori* based on the findings of previous meta-analyses and assessed study quality based on key components of methodological quality (concealed allocation, blinded assessor, intention to treat analysis) as recommended by Juni et al. (13). Studies affected by biases have previously been shown to exaggerate treatment effects (13). We, therefore, excluded low-quality studies from meta-regression analysis in order to avoid a possible overestimation of the effect of different exercise characteristics.

A weakness of this study is the high proportion of total unexplained variance that could be attributed to study heterogeneity. We considered this weakness thoroughly, but concluded that patients, social support and outcomes showed satisfactory homogeneity. All but one of the studies were performed in Europe, in countries with comparable social systems. All patients were diagnosed with non-acute NSLBP, were of working age and available for the job market. Despite the wide variety of used work disability outcomes, this meta-analysis is based on the pooled results of just 2 different outcome measures. We performed a stratified analysis in 3 studies providing both outcome measures and found no relevant differences in ORs, both in favour of exercise. Furthermore, using mean values and standard deviations for further statistical analysis in data with a skewed distribution is usually regarded as inappropriate. Data regarding sick days have a skewed distribution, but this was similar in both groups in treatment comparisons that reduces the risk of systematic bias (55). To address the problem of statistical heterogeneity, we performed a random effects meta-analysis. There remains the possible error of substantial variation in standard deviations across studies leading to an over- or underestimation of the ORs.

Exercise interventions did not show a significant effect on work disability at short- and intermediate-term follow-up. However, these findings are not conclusive. The mean odds ratios for short- and intermediate-term results were both below unity, but with wide CI. Therefore, a significant effect might remain undetected based on ineffectiveness, heterogeneity or limited power of the pooled studies. Possible explanations for a lack of effect at short- and intermediate-term follow-up are the required time needed to improve physical capacity, to modify pain behaviour, or to search for work. Furthermore,
the process of care has a substantial effect on work disability, as shown in a recent study comparing a graded activity programme with usual care (50). The interaction between a prior WI and graded activity, together with a delay in the start of the graded activity intervention, explained most of the delay in return to work (RTW) (50). This study introduced relevant clinical heterogeneity in this meta-analysis. All of the other trials investigated the primary treatments for this occurrence of back pain, while half of the patients in the trial from Steenstra et al. (50) had already received a WI, which has been shown to be effective on return to work (36). Herbert & Bo (57) propose that study quality can also be assessed on how interventions are administered. There were obviously problems in the implementation of the graded activity programme in the trial of Steenstra et al. (50), leading to a potentially false conclusion if the whole patient sample had been included in this meta-analysis. In view of these considerations we feel it legitimate to interpret the findings without the results of the WI group.

The author’s recommendation of paying special attention to the structure and process of care in implementing graded activity (50) does have clinical relevance when conducting medical interventions aiming for early RTW. An open and fast access to such interventions prevents unnecessary waiting time before a RTW can be attempted. This might also be a possible explanation for why individually designed home exercises seem to be more effective than supervised exercise interventions in reducing work disability. Home exercise may facilitate RTW, as the patients are able to continue their daily routine without spending extra time on medical intervention.

Interestingly, this meta-analysis did not show a greater effect of higher dose exercise interventions (≥ 17 contact h) compared with lower dose exercise interventions on work disability (< 17 contact h). This finding is contrary to exercise physiology postulating a dose and effect relation (58), as well as to previous findings that only intensive (> 100 h of therapy) multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation with functional restoration improves function in patients with chronic low back pain, whereby inconclusive results were found on vocational outcomes (59). The only study included in the systematic review by Guzman et al. (59) supporting the use of functional restoration to reduce work disability (25) is not included in the performed meta-regression, as only high-quality studies were used. Moreover, in the meantime new studies with low contact hours administering home exercise have been published showing a positive effect on work disability. This might, from our point of view, be an explanation for the different findings. However, a cautionary comment must be made on the missing effect of exercise dose found in this review. As in other systematic reviews, incomplete reporting in the primary studies present important limitations and prevented the calculation of the exercise dose in home exercise programmes. It must be assumed that the actual exercise dose in home exercise interventions was higher than the calculated dose.

We have not been able to confirm the positive effects of exercises performed within a behavioural treatment approach on work disability postulated in previous reviews (8, 9, 14). In the comparison of exercises with usual care we found stronger treatment effects for such exercises. However, this was not statistically significant in the meta-regression (Table IV). The missing confirmation might be due to the differing study inclusion criteria and the analysis performed. All previous reviews based their conclusion on a qualitative assessment, at least partly based on the evidence found by Lindström et al. (5). Hayden et al. (9) also included the results of Staal et al. (47), while Schonstein et al. 2003 (14) included the results of 3 more studies that were excluded from this analysis because of the risk of bias or missing inclusion criteria. We included in addition to the studies of Staal et al. (47) and Lindström et al. (5) the findings of 6 more studies (27, 31, 35, 47, 50, 52) that contained 9 treatment comparisons with a total of 1316 patients providing sufficient power for the meta-regression. However, it must be emphasized that the presented meta-regression analyses is only explorative and does not allow any conclusions too be drawn.

The comparison of different exercise interventions also did not reveal a significant effect of a behavioural treatment approach (Fig. 4). There might be a superior effect if exercises are performed within a behavioural treatment approach and are specifically designed to restore work-related capacity, as shown by the study of Kool et al. (38). This is also in line with Schonstein et al. (7), who hypothesize a positive effect of such a combination.

We recommend further evaluation of the combined effects of individually designed home exercises applied within a behavioural treatment approach aiming to specifically restore work-related physical capacity. Special attention must be given to an effective implementation process of exercise interventions aiming for early RTW.
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